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We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time
T. S. Eliot 1942

SUMMARY
The nuclear receptor superfamily comprises the receptors for steroid hormones, thyroid hormone, vitamin D and
retinoids. The family also includes a number of receptors that lack identified ligands, and which are therefore
referred to as orphan receptors. The nuclear receptors function as ligand-activated transcription factors, and regulate
expression of specific target genes.
Expression of the orphan nuclear receptor Nurr1 (NR4A2) was previously shown to be abundant in the
central nervous system (CNS) of the mouse and rat where it is detected from early embryogenesis into adulthood.
Gene targeting of the Nurr1 gene leads to agenesis of midbrain dopamine (DA) neurons as initially shown by lack of
DA cell-specific markers at birth. Midbrain DA neurons regulate motor control and their degeneration is the cause
of Parkinson's disease. The Nurr1 mutant mice are born at expected frequency but die within the first day after
birth.
The present study aimed at understanding the fate of midbrain DA neurons in the absence of Nurr1 and to
identify target genes of Nurr1 that mediate the function of this orphan receptor in DA neuron development. In
addition to this, the role of Nurr1 in neonatal survival was examined. Furthermore, as Nurr1 is abundantly
expressed in the CNS, not only during development but also in the adult rodent, it may be important for mature
neurons, an issue that was also addressed in this study.
Gene expression, innervation, cell migration and survival were analyzed in the ventral midbrain of Nurr1
mutant mice and are shown to be affected by the loss of Nurr1, thus explaining the absence of DA neurons in the
newborn Nurr1 mutant animal. Expression of the receptor tyrosine kinase Ret is shown to be regulated by Nurr1, a
feature which does not explain the loss of DA neurons in the Nurr1 mutant, but which may have implications for DA
neuron function in the adult mouse. Another target gene identified in this study is the cyclin-dependent kinase
inhibitor p57Kip2. The expression of this gene is shown to be Nurr1-dependent, and analysis of p57Kip2 gene- targeted
mice revealed a similar phenotype in the DA neurons as displayed in the Nurr1 mutant mice, demonstrating that
p57Kip2 is required for normal DA cell development. The mechanism appears to involve direct protein-protein
interaction where p57Kip2 acts as a cofactor for Nurr1 in mediating DA neuron differentiation.
Respiration and response to hypoxia were analyzed in vivo and in vitro in the Nurr1 mutant pups and it is
shown that loss of this orphan receptor results in severe hypoventilation and lack of response to hypoxia. The
drastic disturbance in control of breathing is likely connected to abnormal function of respiratory nuclei in the
brainstem and carotid bodies. The respiratory deficiency may be directly involved in the neonatal death of the Nurr1
mutant animals and might be related to the sudden infant death syndrome and congenital central hypoventilation
syndrome in humans.
Transgenic mice, tissue explants and primary CNS cultures were used to address the role of Nurr1 and the
retinoid X receptor (RXR; NR2B1-3) in mature neurons. It is shown that these receptors are involved in mediating
neuronal survival in response to RXR-specific ligands, so called rexinoids. Nurr1 and RXR are shown to act as
neuroprotective factors for midbrain DA neurons as well as cortical and hippocampal neurons. Activating these
receptors might thus achieve increased neuronal survival in treatment of disease, for example Parkinson's disease.

Åsa Wallén, 2002.
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ABBREVIATIONS
6'-OHDA
9c-ddRA
9c-RA
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A8
A9
aa
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AF
AHD2
at-RA
BMP
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CDK
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CTE
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DHA
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DMN X
DNA
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E
En
ES cell
Fgf
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FXR
GDNF
GFR
H
HRE
IEG
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LBD

6-Hydroxydopamine
9-cis-Didehydro retinoic acid
9-cis- Retinoic acid
refs. to Ventral tegmental area
refs. to Retrorubral field
refs. to Substantia nigra
Amino acid
Aromatic amino acid
decarboxylase
Activation function
Aldehyde dehydrogenase 2
All-trans-retinoic acid
Bone morphogenetic protein
Bromodeoxyuridine
Carotid body
Congenital central
hypoventilation syndrome
Cyclin-dependent kinase
CDK inhibitor
Central nervous system
Chicken upstream ovalbumin
promoter transcription factor
Carboxy-terminal extension
Dopamine
Dopamine transporter
DNA-binding domain
Docosahexaenoic acid
Digoxigenin
Dorsal motor nucleus of the
vagus nerve
Deoxyribonucleic acid
Direct repeat
Embryonic day
Engrailed
Embryonic stem cell
Fibroblast growth factor
Feedback-inducible nuclear
receptor driven
Farnesoid X receptor
Glial cell line-derived
neurotrophic factor
GDNF family receptor
a-Helix
Hormone response element
Immediate early gene
Lewy body
Ligand-binding domain

LBP
L-dopa
Lmx1b
LXR
MHB
MPTP
mRNA
NA
NBRE
NGFI-B
Nor1
NR
NTS
Nurr1
PCR
PD
PPAR
Ptx3
RA
RaldhI
RAR
RRF
RT-PCR
RXR
SF1
Shh
SIDS
SNc
TF
TGF
TH
TR
TUNEL
VDR
VMAT
VTA
X-gal

Ligand-binding pocket
Levodopa
LIM homeobox factor 1b
Liver X receptor
Mid-hindbrain boundary
1-Methyl-4-phenylpyridinium
messenger Ribonucleic acid
Nucleus ambiguus
NGFI-B response element
Nerve growth factor inducible
B
Neuron-derived orphan
receptor 1
Nuclear receptor
Nucleus of the solitary tract
Nuclear receptor-related 1
Polymerase chain reaction
Parkinson's disease
Peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor
Pituitary homeobox factor 3
Retinoic acid
Retinal dehydrogenase 1
Retinoic acid receptor
Retrorubral field (also A8)
Reverse transcription PCR
Retinoid X receptor
Steroidogenic factor 1
Sonic hedgehog
Sudden infant death syndrome
Substantia nigra pars
compacta (also A9)
Transcription factor
Transforming growth factor
Tyrosine hydroxylase
Thyroid hormone receptor
TdT-mediated dUTP nick-end
labelling
Vitamin D3 receptor
Vesicular monoamine
transporter
Ventral tegmental area (also
A10)
5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indoyl-bD-galactopyranoside
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INTRODUCTION
Communication. This may seem a modern concept, but in the world within us, as well as around
us, it has been a main feature since the beginning of time. At the level of the multicellular
organism, intricate signaling systems are required to regulate and achieve the goals of the
organism as an integrated unit. The ability to adequately respond to both local and long distance
information is based on coordination. Often this process involves the transmission of received
information into altered gene expression, the mediators of which include a large network of
molecules, such as the signaling receptors and the regulators of gene transcription. This
communicational control is an enormous task for the cell, not least as dysregulation may lead to
disease. Working out the mechanisms behind this control is therefore essential for understanding
both normal physiology and pathological states. All diploid cells in an organism carry the same
genetic information, but use it in various specific ways to ensure cellular identity and thereby
control organ and tissue formation and function. One of the most complex organs is the brain,
which with its extensively wired neural networks, almost in itself defines the concept of
communication1.
This thesis aims at dealing with some aspects of nuclear receptor signaling in the brain, with a
specific focus on the midbrain dopamine neurons and mainly at embryogenesis and early postnatal life, but also with implications for the adult organism.

Fig. 1 A schematic drawing illustrating one way in which cells in the brain can communicate with each
other, by neurotransmission between neurons. Various neurotransmitters, for example dopamine,
serotonin and glutamate, are used to signal a message from one neuron to another via the close
positioning of cytoplasmic terminals of the respective cells, forming so called synapses. In these
synapses, the neurotransmitter is released from the pre-synaptic neuron and binds to receptors on the
post-synaptic neuron, which in turn leads to the propagation of an action potential or to an intracellular
signaling cascade resulting in altered behaviour of the cell. Neurotransmitters represent only one group
of communicational signals that exist between cells, other examples of signaling molecules are various
peptides, proteins and lipophilic hormones.

1

Communication has been defined as the transferring of messages. See “Kommunikationsteorier. En introduktion”
av John Fiske (Centraltryckeriet, 2000)
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The nuclear receptor superfamily
Ligand-dependent transcription factors
A multitude of receptor systems exists that enables the cell to respond to the great variety of
intercellular signals with which the cells can communicate. Several of these are located on the
cell surface where they respond to hydrophilic signaling molecules, for example peptides and
proteins, by inducing intracellular cascades which eventually may reach the nucleus and target
gene expression. A different set of signaling molecules are small and lipophilic, and can readily
pass through the lipid bilayer of the plasma membrane and act themselves within the cell
(Aranda and Pascual 2001). These lipophilic molecules are thereby able to diffuse from one
cellular source, and permeate a target cell located nearby or at a substantial distance. Examples
of these molecules are the steroid hormones, thyroid hormone, vitamin D3 and the so called
retinoids, which are metabolites of vitamin A. It has long been recognized that lipophilic
hormones play essential roles in physiology by regulating developmental processes such as
growth and differentiation as well as more mature features of homeostasis (Mangelsdorf et al.
1995). However, it was not until the mid 1980’s, with the cloning of the nuclear glucocorticoid
steroid hormone receptor, that the functional mechanisms really began to unravel (Hollenberg et
al. 1985; Miesfeld et al. 1986). Soon after came the identification of other nuclear steroid
hormone receptors and the thyroid hormone nuclear receptor (NR), discoveries which were
followed by the sequence homology-based cloning of some receptors with unknown ligands.
These were termed orphan receptors, a term still used today (Giguère 1999). An intense search
has been committed at identifying ligands for the orphan receptors, a process sometimes referred
to as “ reverse endocrinology” (Blumberg and Evans 1998; Giguère 1999). A commonly used
method for identifying ligands for these orphan NRs has been by co-transfection assays using
reporter systems to detect activated receptors. One of the first orphan receptors for which a
ligand was identified was the retinoic acid receptor (RAR), demonstrating retinoic acid (RA) as
an active metabolite of the morphogen vitamin A (Giguere et al. 1987; Petkovich et al. 1987). In
1990 came the discovery of the retinoid X receptor (RXR), which binds RA but also has the
unique ability to heterodimerize with a number of other NRs, including RAR (Mangelsdorf et al.
1990; Heyman et al. 1992; Kliewer et al. 1992; Levin et al. 1992; Zhang et al. 1992).
The large group of NRs for certain small and lipophilic hormones which emerged, showed
substantial structural similarities and was coined the nuclear receptor superfamily. These
receptors function as ligand-dependent transcription factors (TFs) by binding both to the ligand
and to the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) (Fig. 2). Thus, they possess the intrinsic capability of
transducing the hormonal signal into a transcriptional response. It is now known that not only
classical lipid hormones, which are defined as endocrine molecules, but also autocrine, paracrine
and intracrine lipophilic molecules can serve as specific ligands for NRs (Blumberg and Evans
1998; Chawla et al. 2001). Evolutionary studies have shown that NRs are ancient molecules
found in all metazoan2 species and that they are likely derived from one ancestral orphan
2

Metazoan = multicellular animals; a subkingdom of Animalia. Includes nematodes, arthropods and vertebrates;
characterized by differentiated cells organized into tissue and the use of intercellular communication.
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receptor. It has been speculated that ligand binding is a feature independently acquired by some
receptors during metazoan evolution (Escriva et al. 2000). It is still highly unclear if all NRs
really do possess an endogenous ligand.

Intra

Cytoplasm

Ligand
Nucleus
PreL

target gene
HRE

Fig. 2 Ligand activation of NRs. NR
ligands can be formed in different ways,
where one is represented by the classical
lipophilic hormones (e.g. thyroid hormone)
which are synthesized in an endocrine
gland and then transported in the
circulation to the target cell (Ligand).
Ligand can also be produced from a
metabolic precursor, a pre-ligand (PreL)
which is synthesized elsewhere and is
converted into an active ligand within the
cell, for example RA which is produced
from vitamin A. Alternatively, the ligand
can be synthesized within the cell where it
may be converted into an active substance
(Intra) such as in the case of some fatty
acids.

The structure
The typical NR exhibits a modular structure (recently reviewed in Aranda and Pascual 2001)
where the different regions correspond to autonomous functional domains as depicted in figure 3.
The most conserved region is the centrally located DNA-binding domain (DBD). This contains
two zinc fingers, each of which has four conserved cysteins connected to a zinc-ion, and a
carboxy-terminal extension (CTE). Through the base of the first zinc finger, the DBD recognizes
specific regulatory DNA sequences known as hormone response elements (HREs) located in the
promoter or enhancer regions of the target genes. The second zinc finger contains a region
important for NR dimerization. Located upstream of the DBD (also called the C region) on the

A/B
NH2
AF1

C
DBD

D
hinge

E/F
LBD

COOH
AF2

Fig. 3. The NR structure with the centrally located DBD, flanked upstream by the amino-terminal region
containing the ligand-independent AF1 and downstream by the hinge region, followed by the LBD with the
ligand-depedendent AF2 region. See text for further details.

NR structure, is the highly variable NH2-terminal region (A/B) which contains a ligandindependent constitutively active transactivation domain (AF1) and which has been shown in
several NRs to be susceptible to modulation by phosphorylation. Downstream of the DBD,
connected via a non-conserved hinge region (D), is the E/F region encompassing the ligand-
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binding domain (LBD), which in addition to mediating binding of ligand also contains a liganddependent transactivation domain (AF2) as well as another dimerization surface. The overall
structure of the LBDs of different NRs is similar in that they comprise 12 conserved a-helices
(H1-H12) and one conserved b-turn. The structure is folded into a three-layered antiparallel ahelical sandwich with a central core forming the ligand-binding pocket (LBP). This is lined
mainly with hydrophobic amino acid (aa) residues and it is here the receptor interacts with the
ligand. The structure of the LBP usually matches in shape and volume that of the NR cognate
ligand, hereby ensuring selectivity as well as stability in ligand-receptor interaction (Renaud et
al. 1995; Wagner et al. 1995). In accordance with this, a NR with a large LBP, such as the
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor g (PPARg), is more promiscuous in that it binds
several different ligands, but with lower affinity (Nolte et al. 1998).
Transcriptional activation
Structural analyses of crystallized unliganded (apo-) and liganded (holo-) receptors have led to a
“mouse trap” model which aims at explaining the ligand-dependent transcriptional activation
(Bourguet et al. 1995; Renaud et al. 1995; Moras and Gronemeyer 1998). This activation was
known from mutational studies to be mediated by the AF2 domain. It was observed that ligand
binding of the LBP induces a conformational change of the receptor. The structural
rearrangement leads to repositioning of several of the a-helices, including the H12, which in the
unliganded form is localized away from the LBP. Upon ligand binding to the LBP, the H12
swings up towards this region, forming a “lid”, thereby “trapping” the ligand and further
stabilizing ligand-receptor interactions. By this rearrangement, the H12 also provides a surface
for binding of receptor co-factors, so called co-activators (Moras and Gronemeyer 1998). The
movement of the H12, which corresponds to the AF2 core, is thereby an instrumental step in NRinduced transcriptional activation. The recruitment of different co-activator complexes sets the
stage for gene expression as they act to prepare the DNA for transcription (Le Douarin et al.
1996; Giguère 1999). A large number of co-activators have recently been identified, based on
their abilities to interact with NRs in a ligand-dependent manner and enhance the activity of the
NR-mediated transactivation. Co-activators usually bind to the NR via specific NR-interaction
domains, consisting of one or several LXXLL motifs (where L is leucine and X is any aa residue)
(Perlmann and Evans 1997; Bevan and Parker 1999; Aranda and Pascual 2001). Some of the coactivators have been shown to possess features of importance for chromatin decondensation.
Adenosine triphosphate-dependent chromatin remodeling and histone acetyltransferase activities
serve to unfold the nucleosomal structure to open up the highly structured and condensed
chromatin in order to allow the transcriptional machinery access to the DNA. A co-activator
complex is subsequently involved in the recruitment of RNA polymerase II to the promoter
which initiates transcription of the target gene (Imhof et al. 1997; Wong et al. 1997).
In the unliganded state, some NRs (e.g. RAR and the thyroid hormone receptor, TR) repress
basal transcription by interacting with so called co-repressor proteins. These mediate contact
with histone deacetylases that keep the chromatin in a condensed and silenced state. The NR co-
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repressor complex is dissolved by ligand-binding, as repositioning of H12 inhibits this
interaction (Chen and Evans 1995; Horlein et al. 1995).
Ligand-independent transcriptional activation is less well characterized, but in some cases, such
as the estrogen receptor, involves phosphorylation. It appears that the phosphorylation event is
important for co-activator recruitment (Weigel and Zhang 1998; Tremblay et al. 1999). In this
way, NR signaling is able to cross-talk with other signaling pathways in the cell.
Phosphorylation events have also been demonstrated in the case of some orphan receptors, for
example steroidogenic factor 1 (SF-1) and nerve growth factor inducible B (NGFI-B) (Katagiri
et al. 1997; Hammer et al. 1999).
DNA binding – monomers, homodimers and heterodimers
The HRE, to which a NR binds in order to regulate gene expression, is usually located in close
proximity to the core promoter but can also be found in enhancer sequences far upstream from
the gene. The consensus HRE consists of hexanucleotides, so called half-sites, of the sequence
5’-AGAACA-3’ for most steroid hormone receptors and 5’-AGG/TTCA-3’ for non-steroid
hormone receptors. The half-sites can be bound either by NR monomers or dimers (Giguère
1999; Aranda and Pascual 2001). Several orphan receptors bind as monomers to the DNA and in
some cases use the CTE to stabilize the receptor-DNA interaction by additional contacts with a
5’ flanking A/T rich sequence of the HRE (Wilson et al. 1993a). Whereas the steroid hormone
receptors ususally bind as homodimers to palindromes of their HRE sequence, non-steroid
receptors can bind as homodimers and/or heterodimers. The HREs are then localized as
palindromes, inverted palindromes or direct repeats (DR) where the orientation as well as the
spacing is crucial for receptor selectivity and specification. In the case of DRs, the number of
nucleotides (usually 1-5) in between the half-sites has been shown to be important for selectivity,
a feature referred to as the 1-5 rule. More widely spaced DRs have been shown to act as nonspecific, promiscuous response elements (Kato et al. 1995). Figure 4 shows a summary of the
DNA-binding properties of NRs.
The most common partner in all NR heterodimers is RXR, which usually occupies the 5’ halfsite, although variations are known (Rastinejad 2001). In the cases of RAR, TR and the vitamin
D3 receptor (VDR) which can all bind DNA as both homodimers and heterodimers, it has been
shown that heterodimerization with RXR increases the efficiency of DNA-binding and the
transcriptional activity. These heterodimers are only responsive to ligand-binding by the RXR
partner receptor and fail to respond to RXR ligands (Kliewer et al. 1992; Zhang et al. 1992;
Forman et al. 1995; Schulman et al. 1997). RXR thus serves as a silent partner in these so called
“non-permissive” heterodimers. In the RAR/RXR heterodimer, however, ligand-binding by
RAR induces a conformational change that renders RXR responsive to its cognate ligands, which
in turn increases the transcriptional activity of the heterodimer (Chen et al. 1996; Botling et al.
1997; Minucci et al. 1997). RXR also heterodimerizes with several receptors which allow RXR
signaling, forming so called “permissive” heterodimers (Mangelsdorf and Evans 1995; Blumberg
and Evans 1998). These include the liver X receptor (LXR), farnesoid receptor (FXR), PPAR,
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NGFI-B and its structurally related receptor Nurr1 (nucelar receptor-related 1). In the case of the
first three, the heterodimers become activated by ligands of either RXR or the partner and
addition of both ligands results in a synergistic activation. Notably, the orphan receptors NGFI-B
and Nurr1 can bind DNA either as monomers or as permissive heterodimers with RXR
(Perlmann and Jansson 1995).
Homodimers

Heterodimers

Monomers

LBD
DBD
Pal
DR

DR
Pal

A/T

IP
Fig. 4 DNA-binding properties of NRs to HREs in the promoter regions of target genes. The receptors can
bind as homodimers, which is the case for all steroid hormone receptors (receptors for glucocorticoids,
mineralcorticoids, progesterone, androgen and estrogen) and some orphan receptors (e.g. COUP-TF and HNF4), heterodimers with RXR (e.g. RAR, TR, VDR, PPAR, LXR, FXR, NGFI-B and Nurr1), and monomers (e.g.
NGFI-B, Nurr1, Nor1, SF-1). The steroid hormone receptors bind to palindromic HREs, non-steroid hormone
homodimers to direct repeats, RXR heterodimers to palindromes, direct repeats or inverted palindromes, and the
monomers bind single half-sites with an extened A/T rich 5’ flanking sequence. Abbreviations: LBD, ligand
binding domain; DBD, DNA binding domain; Pal, palindromic HRE; DR direct repeat HRE; IP, inverted
palindromic HRE. (Illustration modified from Aranda and Pascual 2001).

Gene expression and function - methods for in vivo studies
In order to approach an understanding of the physiological roles of different genes, techniques
have been developed during the last few decades which have been used extensively to gain
insight into the world of gene expression (Gilbert 1997). To know which tissues express a
certain gene, i.e. where the messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) transcribed from that gene is
present and, in turn, where this mRNA gives rise to the translated protein product, various
visualization techniques are used, such as in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry,
respectively. By so called “mapping” of mRNA or protein localization in tissue, expression
patterns for the gene of interest can be obtained.
To understand the in vivo function of the expressed gene, the gene targeting technique can be
used. This technique is of fundamental importance for understanding gene function and is based
on the replacement of the normal gene with an inactivated one, resulting in a gene “knockout”.
In the research area of transgenic animals, the most common experimental mammal is the mouse
(Mus musculus, also called the house mouse), which has a gestation period of approximately 19
days. To produce gene targeted transgenic mice, the gene of interest is isolated and inactivated,
for example by insertion of an antibiotic selection gene, usually a neomycin resistance gene. The
resulting hybrid gene, the transgene, is introduced into the genome by homologous
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recombination upon electroporation of the construct into embryonic stem (ES) cells. ES cells are
derived from the inner cell layer of an early mouse embryo and have the ability to give rise to all
cells of the embryo. The ES cells are sensitive to neomycin, but cells where the transgene has
recombined into the genome, and replaced the endogenous gene, will become resistant. These
cells can thereby be selected by their viability. The heterozygous stem cells are microinjected
into a blastocyst, an early stage embryo, where they integrate with the native cells of the embryo.
This blastocyst is subsequently injected into the uterus of a pseudo-pregnant mouse. The pups
born will be so called chimeras as they contain both host embryo cells and cells carrying the
inactivated gene. Usually, the blastula and ES cell are derived from mouse strains of different
fur colour, thereby enabling the easy identification of chimeric mice by their mixture of colours.
In cases where the transgene has integrated into the germ cell lineage, it will be inherited. By
intercrossing heterozygous mice, homozyogous mice can be obtained which completely lack the
function of the gene in study. This kind of loss-of-function experiment thus leads to null
mutation of the gene. By studying the phenotypes of such knockout mice, the function of the
gene may be revealed. In addition to completely knocking out a gene, the gene targeting
technique can be used to study specific parts of a gene, by region-specific deletions.
Other types of transgenic mice can also be produced, where the gene in question is expressed, for
example, in excessive amounts or in ectopic tissues. Instead of going through the elaborate
procedure of homologous recombination, which is essential in the knockout technique, these
kinds of transgenic mice are often produced by microinjection of the transgenic construct into the
pronuclei of newly fertilized eggs. By this technique, the transgene will integrate randomly into
the host genome, and multiple copies may be present. Also in this case, the embryos are placed
in pseudo-pregnant mother mice for development. These transgenic mice can either be analyzed
during embryogenesis upon removal from the womb or be used as founder mice for production
of transgenic lineages. Dependent on which of these ways is used, the animals are referred to as
“transient” or “stable” transgenic mice, respectively (transgenic techniques are reviewed in
Lendahl and Törnell 1994; Gilbert 1997).
In the case of NRs, a number of transgenic approaches have been reported which have led to an
increased understanding of these factors, some of which are discussed below.

Retinoids, rexinoids and the retinoid X receptor
Vitamin A, retinoids and the receptors
The importance of vitamin A (retinol) and its derivatives (retinoids) for vital processes such as
differentiation, pattern formation, vision and homeostasis has been established from ample
observations of both human and animal conditions. For example, studies of the fetal vitamin A
deficiency syndrome have shown this vitamin to be required for a number of developmental
processes as the deprived fetuses display several severe defects. Defects are prominent in the
heart and eyes as well as in the respiratory, circulatory and urogenital systems. In addition,
abnormalities can be seen in the limb, inner ear, cranio-facial regions and in the central nervous
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system (CNS). Exogenous administration of RA results in abnormalities of CNS, craniofacial
and limb regions, demonstrating teratogenic properties when present in excess. Thus, the levels
of retinoids during embryogenesis must be precisely balanced in order to serve proper function
and to avoid phenotypic malformation. Postnatal and adult life is also dependent on vitamin A
as deficiency leads to impaired growth, survival, reproduction and vision and also defective
maintenance of a number of tissues such as the epithelial and photoreceptor cells. Complete
absence of vitamin A during development or after birth is lethal (reviewed in Kastner et al.
1995).
The two retinoids all-trans-retinoic acid (at-RA) and 9-cis-RA (9c-RA) function as the main
active metabolites of vitamin A by acting as ligands for the receptors now known as RAR and
RXR. In physiological concentrations, RAR binds and becomes activated by both at-RA and 9cRA, whereas RXR is only activated by 9c-RA. As discussed, RXR is able to form heterodimers
with a number of other NRs, thereby forming multiple pathways for vitamin A signaling
(Giguere et al. 1987; Mangelsdorf et al. 1990; Heyman et al. 1992; Kliewer et al. 1992; Levin et
al. 1992; Zhang et al. 1992).
RAR (NR1B1-3 according to the unified system by the NR Nomenclature Committee, 1999) and
RXR (NR2B1-3) are both encoded by three different genes, giving rise to the a, b and g isotypes
of each receptor. These can be transcribed differently and give rise to isoforms of the receptors.
Both the RAR and RXR families thus contain several receptors with structural similarities, but
which have been shown to display distinct biological properties. These features contribute to the
vast array of biological responses to vitamin A. The fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, has one
RXR homolog, the ultraspiracle. This receptor forms functional heterodimers with the steroid
ecdysone receptor and is essential for embryogenesis and metamorphosis. The existence of
heterodimers in the fly suggests that heterodimerization is an ancient property that developed
before the divergence of arthropods and vertebrates (Thummel 1995).
Expression patterns and knockout studies
RAR
The expression patterns and phenotypes of null mutations as well as several isoform-specific
knockouts of the RAR genes have been extensively studied and will not be thoroughly reviewed
here. In short, none of the single mutations is embryonically lethal. However, both RARa and g
mutant mice display some features recognized in the vitamin A deficiency syndrome, such as
decreased viability, growth deficiency and male sterility. The severity in phenotypes is enhanced
in the various double mutants, where almost all malformations seen in the fetal vitamin A
deficiency syndrome are manifested. These studies have shown that RAR is an essential
component in mediating the effects of vitamin A and that this is mediated via retinoic acid
(Kastner et al. 1995).
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RXR
Northern blot and in situ hybridization analyses have shown diffuse, ubiquitous expression of
mouse RXRa and b mRNA from embryonic day (E) 8.5 and E8, respectively. From E16.5, a
stronger and more tissue-restricted expression of RXRa is seen in skin, stomach, pancreas,
adrenals and intestine (Dollé et al. 1994). Expression of RXRg is detected from E10.5 in
myotomes and subsequently in various differentiating muscles at all cranio-caudal levels,
however no specific signal is revealed in the heart. Also in the developing CNS, RXRa and
b are ubiquitously expressed whereas RXRg is spatio-temporally restricted to discrete areas.
RXRg is first detected at E11.5 in post-mitotic neuroblasts, in the region that will form the dorsal
area of the hypothalamus. Two days later, this expression is extended to include the most
external part of the ganglionic eminence, the anlage of the caudate putamen (striatum) and the
ventral horns of the spinal cord (Dollé et al. 1994). In the adult CNS, RXRg mRNA remains
strong in the forebrain areas of caudate putamen, nucleus accumbens and olfactory tubercle
whereas the other two receptors are more generally expressed along the anteroposterior axis
(Cullingford et al. 1998; Krezel et al. 1999; Zetterström et al. 1999). The expression patterns of
the RAR and RXR genes overlap with each other in several areas but also show distinct features.
As discussed, RXR is a completely unique nuclear receptor in that it binds and becomes
activated by ligands but also serves as a common heterodimerization partner for a number of
NRs, where it can be either a silent or active co-receptor. Substantial efforts have been made in
order to understand the physiological roles of the RXRs by using gene targeting in the mouse.
RXRa gene knockout embryos die in utero at E10.5-17.5, displaying severe cardiac and ocular
malformations (Kastner et al. 1994; Sucov et al. 1994). RXRb and g mutant mice are viable and
appear normal, with the exception of infertility in RXRb males (Kastner et al. 1996; Krezel et al.
1996). The combined studies of single and compound RXR knockouts have led to the conclusion
that one allele of RXRa is sufficient to perform most functions of RXR during development
(Kastner et al. 1994; Krezel et al. 1996; Kastner et al. 1997). Mutation of RXRa in combination
with mutations of RAR result in enhanced severity of the effects in the single knockouts. The
correlations between the phenotypes and the increase in resemblance to the fetal vitamin A
deficiency syndrome suggest that RXRa is important for mediating at least some of the effects of
RA, via heterodimers with RAR (Kastner et al. 1997). Behavioural studies of adult mice
carrying single and compound mutations in the RAR and RXR genes have shown the retinoid
receptors to be involved in regulation of neural functions. The analyses demonstrate that RARb,
RXRb and RXRg are important for regulation of motor behaviour, possibly by controlling
expression of dopamine receptors in the striatum, a region involved in locomotor control (see
below; The midbrain dopamine system) (Samad et al. 1997; Krezel et al. 1998).
The physiological importance of RXR in heterodimers with other NRs than RAR has remained
more elusive. However, the male infertility of the RXRb mutants may reflect heterodimerization
with PPARb and some of the ocular defects in the RXRa gene knockout embryos seem to be
independent of RAR-heterodimerization (Kastner et al. 1995). RXR heterodimerization with the
orphan receptor Nurr1 will be further explored in Results and Discussion.
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Natural and synthetic RXR ligands
In addition to 9c-RA (Heyman et al. 1992), a few other compounds have been shown to serve as
RXR ligands. One is the endogenous retinoid 9-cis didehydro retinoic acid (9c-ddRA) which has
a similar binding- and transactivation efficiency as 9c-RA on both RAR and RXR. However, as
these forms of RA have been difficult to detect in vivo, the physiological significance of 9c-RA
and 9c-ddRA is unclear (Horton and Maden 1995). More recently, the long-chain
polyunsaturated fatty acid docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) was identified from mouse brain extract
as a low affinity RXR ligand (Mata de Urquiza et al. 2000). DHA becomes enriched in the brain
during gestation and constitutes 30-50 % of the total fatty acids in the adult brain (Neuringer et
al. 1988; Green et al. 1999). DHA is localized to the lipid bilayer of the cell membrane, but can
be released as free DHA upon cleavage by phospholipase A2 (Baker and Chang 1992; Fujita et
al. 2001). Two other low affinity RXR ligands are the naturally occuring non-cyclic terpenoids
phytanic acid, a chlorophyll metabolite, and methoprene acid, an environmental contaminant
(Allenby et al. 1993; Harmon et al. 1995).
RXR agonists and human disease
Synthetic RXR-specific ligands, which have been manufactured during the last years, have been
instrumental in understanding the mechanisms of RXR signaling and also for treatment of
disease (Lehmann et al. 1992; Lala et al. 1996; Mukherjee et al. 1997; Schulman et al. 1997).
The term rexinoids is used for RXR selective ligands to distinguish these from ligands which
also activate RAR (Mukherjee et al. 1997). Animal studies have shown that rexinoids increase
sensitization to insulin in models of diabetes and obesity, probably acting on RXR in RXRPPARg heterodimers. PPARg ligands are currently used in treatment of human diabetes. As coadministration of rexinoid and PPARg agonist in rats leads to a synergistic response in the
decrease of symptoms, there may be a therapeutic value of rexinoids in treatment of these
diseases (Mukherjee et al. 1997). Treatment with both RXR and PPARg agonists have also been
shown to attenuate colon inflammation in a mouse model (Desreumaux et al. 2001). In addition,
rexinoids have been shown to trigger apoptosis in models of immature leukemia (Benoit et al.
1999; Benoit et al. 2001) and importantly, to inhibit human breast cancer growth (Brown and
Lippman 2000).
FINDing NR ligands in vivo
NR ligands are small and lipophilic molecules usually derived from vitamins or other nutrients.
Some properties of these ligands make them difficult to localize within the organism, in vivo.
First, as they are not encoded by the genome, standard “mapping” methods, e. g. in situ
hybridization, can not be applied to detect their presence within the tissue. Second, these
molecules are sometimes chemically unstable, which make them difficult to isolate. One
example of a ligand that has been difficult to prove in vivo is 9c-RA, which was originally shown
in tissue, but which has been difficult to isolate (Heyman et al. 1992; Horton and Maden 1995).
The difficulties in using ligand localization as a means for detecting NR activation and presence
of endogenous ligands in tissue led to a need for alternative ways to detect active NRs. For this
reason, a transgenic mouse system was established a few years ago which enabled detection of
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active NRs in the CNS (Solomin et al. 1998). In this two mouse line-based system, one line
carried a transgene of the yeast transactivator Gal4 DBD fused to RAR or RXR LBD, thus
producing a hybrid receptor. A second mouse line encoded a bacterial b-galactosidase transgene
under control of Gal4-responsive elements. By crossing the two transgenic lines and placing the
off-spring in a substrate solution for the enzyme b-galactosidase, activation of the hybrid
receptor was visualized by its ability to activate the b-galactosidase transgene, which turned the
absorbed substrate blue. Whole mount analyses of the embryos thus revealed sites of active NR
by blue staining. This system was later modified to permit systemic analysis of any NR by the
use of a single transgenic mouse line. As this new system, called FIND (feedback-inducible
nuclear receptor driven), identifies NR LBD activities, it can be used to analyze the properties of
any receptor, including the orphan receptors, for which no endogenous ligands are known (Mata
De Urquiza et al. 1999). In addition to identifying sites of presumptive ligands, the system
should also visualize areas where the receptor is activated by other means, e.g. phosphorylation.

The NGFI-B subfamily – NGFI-B, Nurr1 and Nor1
The orphan receptors NGFI-B (NR4A1, also called Nur77, N10, TR3, NAK1, T1S1), Nurr1
(NR4A2, also RNR-1, HZF-3, TINUR, TR3, NOT) and Nor1 (NR4A3, also Minor, TEC, CHN)
constitute a subfamily within the NR superfamily. A homolog exists in Drosophila (DHR38)
and in the worm Caenorhabditis elegans (CNR8). The mammalian receptors share high
sequence similarities in both the DBD (> 90 %) and LBD (> 60 %). They also possess a unique
feature in the NR superfamily in that they are encoded by immediate early genes (IEGs). IEGs
are characterized by their rapid and transient induction by various stimuli in a protein synthesisindependent manner and are thought to activate secondary response genes leading to changes in
cellular physiology e.g. proliferation and differentiation (Morgan and Curran 1995). Induction of
the NGFI-B subfamily of IEGs can be accomplished by stimuli such as membrane
depolarization, growth factor treatment, brain ischemia and seizure (Law et al. 1992; Lin et al.
1996; Murphy and Conneely 1997; Crispino et al. 1998; Honkaniemi and Sharp 1999; Johansson
et al. 2000). For example, the first member of the subfamily, NGFI-B, was identified as a gene
induced by nerve growth factor in the rat pheochromocytoma cell line PC12 (Milbrandt 1988).
NGFI-B, Nurr1 and Nor1 (neuron derived orphan receptor 1) all have the ability to bind DNA as
monomers, to the extended half-site 5’-AAAGGTCA-3’, called the NGFI-B response element
(NBRE) (Wilson et al. 1993a). In addition, NGFI-B and Nurr1, but not Nor1, can
heterodimerize with RXR and bind to DR5 elements (Forman et al. 1995; Perlmann and Jansson
1995; Zetterström et al. 1996b). These heterodimers are permissive in the sense that they bind
and become activated by RXR ligands, thus defining pathways for vitamin A signaling as well as
rexinoid signaling. Requirements for heterodimerization between Nurr1 and RXR have recently
been addressed in two independent studies. In one study, it was shown that a region within the
LBD, previously described as important for NR dimerization, is important also in the Nurr1RXR heterodimers, as single amino acid substitutions in either Nurr1 or RXR abolish the
dimerization (Aarnisalo et al. 2002). The other study showed that heterodimers are only formed
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between Nurr1 and RXRa or RXRg, at least in cell transfection experiments (Sacchetti et al.
2002). Notably, as ligands have been identified recently for a number of orphan NRs, NGFI-B
and Nurr1 are today the only RXR-heterodimerizing receptors which still lack an identified
ligand. A third DNA response element for these orphan NRs is the NurRE, a naturally occuring
repeat spaced by six nucleotides, identified in the promoter of the pro-opiomelanocortin gene.
NGFI-B, Nurr1 and Nor1 have been shown to bind to this sequence as homodimers, and more
recently heterodimers of NGFI-B and Nurr1 were shown to bind this response element (Maira et
al. 1999).
Expression patterns and knockout studies
Nurr1
Nurr1 was cloned 10 years ago from a neonatal mouse brain cDNA library under low-stringency
hybridization conditions using a probe to the orphan receptor COUP-TF (Law et al. 1992). The
name Nurr1 was given due to its similarities to the receptor Nur77 (the mouse homolog of NGFIB). The mouse Nurr1 gene is approximately 7 kilobases long. It contains eight exons and seven
introns and has been mapped to chromosome 2 (Castillo et al. 1997). The Nurr1 protein consists
of 598 aa:s with a molecular weight of 66 kilodalton. Two splice variants of Nurr1, called
Nurr1a and Nurr2, have been described, the functions of which are still unknown (Castillo et al.
1997; Ohkura et al. 1999).
The expression pattern of Nurr1 in the mouse and rat has been analyzed in several studies. Apart
from a few scattered Nurr1-expressing cells in the developing limb and adult testis, adrenal gland
and thymus, Nurr1 is exclusively localized in the CNS (Law et al. 1992; Saucedo-Cardenas and
Conneely 1996; Zetterström et al. 1996b; Saucedo-Cardenas et al. 1998). Within the CNS,
Nurr1 is detected already at E10.5 in the ventral mesencephalon, where a group of dopamine
(DA) neurons develop (Zetterström et al. 1997). Nurr1 expression in these cells continues
throughout development and into adulthood (Zetterström et al. 1996b; Zetterström et al. 1996c).
Nurr1 is also expressed in the DA cells of the olfactory bulb (Backman et al. 1999). A few years
ago, Nurr1 knockout mice were produced which revealed a crucial role for Nurr1 in the
mesencephalic DA neurons (Zetterström et al. 1997). The Nurr1 mutant mice die within a few
hours after birth. The phenotypes of the Nurr1 knockout mice have been investigated in this
thesis work and will be discussed further in Results and Discussion and in papers I-VI.
In addition to the mesencephalon, Nurr1 is expressed in a number of other CNS areas. During
late gestation of the rat, Nurr1 mRNA expression is detected in the cortex, hippocampus,
thalamus and spinal cord. Around birth, the expression expands to include the olfactory bulb,
habenula and hypothalamus, whereas the expression in the thalamus vanishes. In the adult rat,
there is a strong Nurr1 expression in the areas mentioned above and Nurr1 can also be detected
in the cerebellum and the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus nerve (Zetterström et al. 1996b).
Within the adult rat cortex, Nurr1 mRNA has been reported to be highly expressed in the
piriform and entorhinal areas with more moderate expression in layers II-V of most of the cortex.
In the cerebellum, Nurr1 expression was detected in the internal granule cell layer and Purkinje
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cell layer (Xiao et al. 1996). Recently, Nurr1 was identified in the bony fish Medaka (Oryzias
latipes) where expression was found in a nucleus homologous to the mesencephalic DA nuclei of
mammals. Nurr1 mRNA was also detected in the habenula, spinal cord and dorsal motor
nucleus of the vagus nerve, demonstrating that both the presence of the receptor and its
expression pattern have been evolutionaly conserved (Kapsimali et al. 2001).
As Nurr1 is encoded by an IEG, its expression can be induced in the brain by various stimuli.
One such stimulus is kainic acid, which increases the synaptic activity and causes seizures. As
this treatment in the rat leads to upregulation of hippocampal Nurr1 expression, a regulatory role
for this NR in response to altered neuronal activity has been suggested (Honkaniemi and Sharp
1996; Crispino et al. 1998). The hippocampus is involved in learning and memory processes,
and Nurr1 expression was recently shown to be regulated in this area during spatial exploration
and learning (Pena de Ortiz et al. 2000). Also in the olfactory bulb, an activity-dependent
modulation of Nurr1 expression has been shown, as it is downregulated upon odour deprivation
in the mouse (Liu and Baker 1999). The IEG expression of this gene is not solely confined to the
CNS, as examplified by the cloning of the rat homolog of Nurr1 from regenerating liver and the
human counterpart from activated T lymphocytes (Scearce et al. 1993; Mages et al. 1994)).
Nurr1 is also induced in the rat adrenal gland by stress and in bone cells as a response to the
metabolic regulator parathyroid hormone (Honkaniemi et al. 2000; Tetradis et al. 2001).
NGFI-B and Nor1
In addition to Nurr1, NGFI-B and Nor1 are also abundantly expressed in the CNS. However,
whereas both Nurr1 and Nor1 can be detected during embryogenesis, NGFI-B is mainly found in
the adult nervous system. Nurr1 and Nor1 are expressed at many levels along the neuraxis
whereas NGFI-B is mainly found in the rostral part of the brain. Nor1 expression is first
detected from E11.5 in the mouse spinal cord, confined to the areas of the roof- and floorplates.
From E16.5, expression can also be seen in e.g. the striatum, inner ear and hippocampus and in
the adult mouse, Nor1 expression has expanded to include the olfactory bulb, cortex, striatum,
habenula, amygdala and cerebellum. With NGFI-B expression in the adult olfactory bulb,
cortex, hippocampus and cerebellum, it is clear that the three receptors in this subfamily show
both overlapping and distinct expression patterns in the brain. Generally, Nor1 and NGFI-B
appear more similar in patterns of expression. Notably, these two receptors are not expressed in
the ventral mesencephalon (Xiao et al. 1996; Zetterström et al. 1996a; Zetterström et al. 1996c).
NGFI-B and Nor1 are detected in several tissues outside the CNS. Both genes are prominently
expressed in the adult rat adrenal glands and thymus and also show scattered or low level
expression in the lung and testis.
The expression of NGFI-B in adrenals and thymus is consistent with its suggested roles in
regulation of steroid synthesis and negative T-cell selection (Wilson et al. 1993b; Murphy and
Conneely 1997). Nor1, which was identified in forebrain neurons undergoing apoptosis, has been
implicated in neuronal differentiation by studies of cultured forebrain cells and also in T-cell
selection together with NGFI-B (Ohkura et al. 1994; Ohkura et al. 1996). In humans, Nor1 has
been identified as a fusion partner with the Ewing sarcoma gene in patients with extraskeletal
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myxoid chondrosarcoma, thus implicating this NR in the pathogenesis of cancer (Labelle et al.
1995). NGFI-B null mutant mice were reported a number of years ago and did not display any
apparent phenotypes (Lee et al. 1995). More recently, Nor1 knockout mice were reported. These
are viable and the only defect presented so far is a subtle disorganization of the inner ear which
leads to abnormal motor behaviour, including impaired balance of the mice (Ponnio et al. 2002).
In addition to the information received through the single knockouts of the NGFI-B subfamily of
NRs, there is a great interest in further understanding these orphans. It thus seems very likely that
reports on compound knockouts are not too far away. Analyses of such mice may aim at
exploring the putative functional redundancy between the three receptors. For example, it has
been speculated that the lack of phenotype in the NGFI-B mutant mice may be due to
redundancy between NGFI-B and Nor1 (Cheng et al. 1997).
The major focus of this thesis work is on the role of Nurr1 in the mesencephalic DA neurons.
The remaining part of the Introduction therefore aims at introducing the physiology of this
neuronal system.

The midbrain dopamine system
The neurotransmitter
DA was identified as a neurotransmitter by Arvid Carlsson in 1958 (Carlsson et al. 1958) and is
synthesized from the blood-borne primary amino acid L-tyrosine in a two-step reaction, as shown
in figure 5. Within neurons that express tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the rate-limiting enzyme of
catecholamine synthesis, tyrosine is converted into levodopa (L-dopa), which is subsequently
turned into DA by aromatic amino acid decarboxylase (AADC). DA is packaged by the vesicular
monoamine transporter (VMAT) into synaptic vesicles located in the nerve terminals, from
where it is released into the synaptic cleft upon stimulation by an action potential. DA exerts its
function by binding to specific DA receptors located on both the presynaptic and the
postsynaptic neurons. The DA transporter (DAT) terminates the signaling by clearing the
synapse from the neurotransmitter, which in turn is catabolized or repackaged into synaptic
vesicles. (Elsworth and Roth 1997).
Structural organization
The original identification and localization of the brain DA cell groups was done by the FalckHillarp histofluorescence method (Falck et al. 1962) which is based on the visualization of
fluorescent monoamines upon formaldehyde treatment. It was shown that DA cells are localized
in the diencephalon (part of the forebrain), mesencephalon (midbrain) and in the olfactory bulb
and retina (Dahlström and Fuxe 1964; Björklund and Lindvall 1984). The most prominent DA
cell group resides in the ventral part of the mesencephalon, which contains approximately 75 %
of the total number of brain DA cells. This correlates to 40.000 neurons in the rat and 800.000
neurons in man (Björklund and Lindvall 1984). The midbrain DA neurons not only outnumber
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Fig. 5 DA synthesis from the primary aa L-tyrosine. The enzyme TH converts the tyrosine to
L-dopa which in turn is converted into DA by AADC. These steps are common for the
catecholamines DA, noradrenalin and adrenalin. In cells which express dopamine-bhydroxylase, the DA will be further converted into noradrenalin which in turn will be
processed to adrenalin in cells expressing phenethanolamine-N-methyltransferase. The ratelimiting step in catecholamine synthesis is the initial conversion by TH. AADC is a
relatively nonspecific enzyme, which is also involved in the conversion of 5hydroxytryptophan into serotonin. Cofactors are shown in parentheses.

the other DA cell groups, but as they are also highly enriched in DA, the main DA content of the
brain is derived from these cells (Dahlström and Fuxe 1964).
Within the ventral midbrain, the DA neurons are located in the lateral groups of the retrorubral
field (RRF) and the substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) as well as the medially located ventral
tegmental area (VTA). Based on the initial mapping studies, these cell groups are also
commonly referred to as A8-A10 (Dahlström and Fuxe 1964). The DA neurons project to
different forebrain areas forming the mesotelenecephalic system where the target neurons are
localized in the striatal, limbic and cortical areas. A small number of non-dopaminergic
projections are also included in this system, the main part, however, is dopaminergic. The SNc
neurons project to the dorsolateral striatum, the caudate putamen, forming the nigrostriatal
pathway. This is part of the basal ganglia, a collection of cell groups which also includes the
dorsal pallidum and the subthalamic nucleus and that acts as a major regulator of motor cortex.
The basal ganglia are thus involved in the control of voluntary movement. The VTA neurons
project via the median forebrain bundle to the ventromedial striatum, which includes the nucleus
accumbens and the olfactory tubercle. Projections also go to several subcortical (amygdala,
septum and habenula) and cortical (piriform, entorhinal, prefrontal and anterior cingulate) areas.
This mesolimbocortical system is involved in emotional behaviour and mechanisms of natural
motivation and reward. The RRF projects to the SNc and VTA and seems to be involved in
interconnecting these two areas. It also has projections to the dorsal striatum via the nigrostriatal
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Fig.6 The classical illustration by U. Ungerstedt from 1971 showing a sagittal section of the dopaminergic
projections from the midbrain DA neurons in A8, A9 and A10 areas to the forebrain target areas of the adult
rat brain. Briefly, the A9 and A8 DA neurons project to the dorsolateral striatum as shown by the lines
pointing upwards in the dark-grey area, whereas the A10 neurons project to more ventral structures, e.g., the
accumbens and amygdaloid nuclei and the olfactory tubercle. See text for further details. Abbreviations: n,
nucleus; tub, tubercle. Illustration printed with kind permission from the author (Ungerstedt 1971a).

pathway (Ungerstedt 1971a; Arts et al. 1996). A schematic illustration of the midbrain DA
pathways is shown in figure 6.
The complexity of the system is further enhanced by extensive collaterization where single
neurons in many cases project to more than one terminal area via collateral branches as shown by
axon tracing experiments (Parent et al. 2000). Also, no strict boundaries seem to exist between
the midbrain DA groups as neurons seemingly localized in one cell group may send projections
to targets of the other cell group. The nigrostriatal and mesolimbocortical systems are not
isolated systems, instead they converge at several points and also feedback innervate the
midbrain DA system (Dahlström and Fuxe 1964; Ungerstedt 1971a; Björklund and Lindvall
1984).
Developmental specification
Induction – the soluble factors Shh and Fgf8
The mesencephalic DA neurons initially appear rostrally of the mid-hindbrain boundary (MHB,
also called the isthmus) and can be detected by TH immuno-reactivity at E11.5 in the mouse
embryo (Wurst and Bally-Cuif 2001). The specification of these cells starts at about E9 and is
dependent on the combined actions of two secreted proteins, Sonic hedgehog (Shh) and
Fibroblast growth factor 8 (Fgf8) (Rosenthal 1998; Hynes and Rosenthal 1999). Whereas Shh is
a diffusible factor instructive in positional information along the dorsoventral axis (Ericson et al.
1995; Hynes et al. 1995a; Hynes et al. 1995b; Ericson et al. 1997), Fgf8 is locally produced in
the narrow domain corresponding to the MHB (Crossley et al. 1996; Lee et al. 1997; Ye et al.
1998). The intersection of these two proteins in the ventral MHB results in the induction of DA
progenitor cells rostrally of the MHB and serotonergic progenitors caudally of the MHB, where
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the latter specification is dependent also on Fgf4 (Ye et al. 1998). The birth of the DA cell in the
mouse, as defined by the cessation of cell proliferation, is at approximately E10-E14
(corresponding to E11-15 in the rat, Lauder and Bloom 1974). A schematic illustration of the
location of Shh, Fgf4, Fgf8, DA and serotonergic neurons in the early mouse brain is shown in
figure 7.
Differentiation – the transcription factors Nurr1, Lmx1b, Ptx3 and En1/En2
Expression analyses and gene targeting experiments have recently resulted in the identification
of several TFs as important for the normal phenotypic development of DA neurons. As
discussed, the differentiating DA progenitor cells in the mouse express the orphan NR Nurr1
from E10.5 (Zetterström et al. 1997) with a peak of expression shown between E13-15 (PerroneCapano and di Porzio 2000). With the onset of expression of the enzyme TH at E11.5, the cells,
which also express AADC and VMAT, are able to synthesize and store DA. The first detection
of DA itself is at E12 (corresponding to E13 in the rat, Olson and Seiger 1972). Gene targeting of
the Nurr1 gene results in a complete lack of DA neurons at birth, demonstrating that this NR is
essential for normal formation of these neurons (Zetterström et al. 1997). The role of Nurr1 in
the DA neurons during embryogenesis is a major focus of this thesis and will be further
discussed in Results and Discussion.
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Fgf4 area

Fig. 7 Schematic representation of the location of midbrain DA and rostral hindbrain serotonergic (5’HT)
neurons. The figure shows a sagittal section of a E11.5 mouse neural tube where the floor-plate Shh and the
MHB Fgf8 postitive areas are marked. At the intersection of Shh and Fgf8 in the MHB at E9, these soluble
molecules give rise to DA neurons rostrally of the MHB and 5HT neurons caudally of this boundary. In addition
to Shh and Fgf8, the 5’HT neurons are dependent on an Fgf4 signal, which might be derived from the primitive
streak, a region close the caudal neural tube during early embryogenesis and which may act to pre-pattern the
future 5’HT neurons. Also at E9, the intersection of telencephalic Fgf8 with the floor-plate Shh is believed to
induce forebrain DA neuron cell groups (reviewed in Hynes and Rosenthal 1999). The telencephalon and
diencephalon are collectively called the forebrain and the terms rhombencephalon and metencephalon are
collectively called the hindbrain. (Drawing adapted from Wurst and Bally-Cuif 2001).
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The homeodomain TFs Lmx1b and Ptx3 are expressed in differentiating DA cells. Lmx1b is
detected from E7.5 in the CNS including the ventral mesencephalon (Smidt et al. 2000) whereas
Ptx3, which is specifically expressed in the midbrain TH-positive cells, is detected from E11.5
(Smidt et al. 1997). Gene targeting of the Lmx1b gene revealed a loss of Ptx3-expression,
whereas Nurr1 and TH were still detected at E12.5. This suggests that Ptx3 expression is
dependent on Lmx1b, while expression of Nurr1 and TH is not. From E16.5, however, no
midbrain DA neurons can be detected in these mice, demonstrating that Lmx1b is required to
sustain the dopaminergic cell fate (Smidt et al. 2000). The role of Ptx3 has remained elusive as
no knockout mice have yet been reported, however a natural Ptx3 mutation exists in humans and
heterozygous carriers display no neurological abormalities (Burbach 2000). The two mouse
homologs of the Drosophila engrailed gene, En1 and En2, are expressed during early midbrain
formation (E9) and are important for maintaining the MHB structure (Joyner and Martin 1987;
Danielian and McMahon 1996; Joyner 1996; Wurst and Bally-Cuif 2001). These genes show a
second phase of expression confined to developing DA cells from approximately E11. Single
knockouts of these genes show no DA neuron deficiencies, however, in the compound
knockouts, only a small domain of TH-expressing cells is found at E12. This expression is lost
from E14 (Simon et al. 1998; Simon et al. 2001). Expression of Lmx1b as well as En1/En2 thus
seems important for the normal differentiation of the DA cells. Significantly, the null mutations
of Lmx1b and the En-genes result in structural malformation of part of the midbrain, which may
contribute to the influence of these genetic deletions on DA cell development (Smidt et al. 2000;
Simon et al. 2001).
As Nurr1, Lmx1b, Ptx3, En1 and En2 are expressed in the midbrain DA cells, they are often
used as molecular markers to specifically identify these cells, in combination with general DA
neurotransmitter genes, such as TH, DAT, AADC and VMAT. Another midbrain DA cell type
specific marker is the retinaldehyde dehydrogenase RaldhI/AHD2, which is expressed in the
cytoplasm and might be involved in synthesis of retinoic acid (McCaffery and Dräger 1994). As
no null mutation of this gene has been reported, the putative importance of this enzyme for DA
cell development is currently not known.
DA neuron migration – radial and lateral
In addition to ensuring the dopaminergic phenotype, the process of midbrain DA cell
differentiation also involves migration and target innervation. At early stages, the cells are
located as a homogeneous strip in the ventral floor of the mesencephalon, which at this stage is a
thin layer of cells surrounding the third ventricle. In order to form the proper localization of the
A8-10 areas in the growing brain, the cells migrate radially along glia cells from E10 and then
laterally along nerve fibers from E11 (Schults et al. 1990; Kawano et al. 1995; Ohyama et al.
1998). The origin of these nerves is unknown but the migrational support might be, at least
partly, via the cell adhesion molecule L1 as lack of this glycoprotein leads to altered distribution
of the dopaminergic neurons (Demyanenko et al. 2001). From approximately E15, the
characteristic “butterfly” shape of the SN and VTA can readily be distinguished by detection of
DA cell marker genes.
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Innervation and survival – neurotrophic factors and the receptor tyrosine kinase Ret
The forebrain innervation process also starts during embryogenesis. Ascending projections from
the DA neurons are detected from E11-11.5 and at E13, axons project into large parts of the
forebrain (Olson and Seiger 1972; Perrone-Capano and di Porzio 2000). Initial target
innervation is at approximately E15.5 in the rat and the process continues until at least three
weeks after birth of the animal (Olson et al. 1972; Poulsen et al. 1994). Detection of TH, DAT
and DA in the striatum have been reported from E13, E14 and E15, respectively (Fiszman et al.
1991). RaldhI/AHD2, which is selectively expressed in midbrain DA neurons, is also detected
in the striatum at E15 (McCaffery and Dräger 1994).
It is to a large extent uncertain which molecules are essential for proper target innervation by
midbrain DA neurons. However, target-derived neurotrophic factors might play a role in
guidance and support of the ascending axons. One such factor is the glial cell line-derived
neurotrophic factor (GDNF), a member of the TGFb superfamily, which was originally purified
from a glial cell line-conditioned medium as a molecule capable of supporting survival of
midbrain DA neurons in culture (Lin et al. 1993). In addition to its potent survival effects on
both DA and some non-DA neurons, GDNF has been shown to promote fiber outgrowth both in
vitro and in vivo (Hendersen et al. 1994; Zurn et al. 1994; Oppenheim et al. 1995; Williams et al.
1996). The developing DA cells express the GDNF receptors, the membrane-attached GDNF
family receptor-a 1(GFRa1) and the signal transducing component, the receptor tyrosine kinase
Ret (Strömberg et al. 1993; Jing et al. 1996; Treanor et al. 1996; Trupp et al. 1996; Golden et al.
1999). The expression of these molecules suggests that the DA neurons are responsive to
GDNF. However, a physiological relevance of these molecules during development has been
difficult to prove, as neither the knockout of GDNF, GFRa1 nor Ret shows abnormal midbrain
DA systems (Marcos and Pachnis 1996; Moore et al. 1996; Pichel et al. 1996; Sanchez et al.
1996). That GDNF does indeed play a role in postnatal DA cell fiber outgrowth and survival was
recently shown by grafting of GDNF knockout ventral midbrain as this tissue failed to innervate
and survive in denervated adult striatum (Granholm et al. 2000). The structurally related protein
neurturin has also been shown to exhibit survival-promoting effects on DA neurons in culture, as
have other members of the TGFb superfamily, e.g. TGFb2, TGFb3 and BMP2 which also
increase neurite outgrowth (Poulsen et al. 1994; Horger et al. 1998; Reiriz et al. 1999). In
addition, several other factors such as brain-derived neurotrophic factor, and basic FGF show
“dopaminotrophic” effects in cell culture, although a physiological importance of these factors
has not been shown in vivo (Hyman et al. 1991; Reuss and Unsicker 2000).
As the DA neurons in the A8-10 areas project to different targets, via the nigrostriatal and
mesolimbocortical pathways, specification should occur at some level to avoid mistargeting of
neurons. The restricted expression at postnatal day 1 of GDNF in the striatum and TGFb2 and
TGFb3 in the cortex, amygdala and in the olfactory bulb, was previously suggested to play a role
in determining survival of the innervating neurons. However, these factors may also play a role
in their actual guidance (Strömberg et al. 1993; Poulsen et al. 1994). More recently, target
specification was shown to involve the Eph family receptor tyrosine kinases and their ligands. A
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restricted expression of an Eph receptor in the SNc area was found to be complemented by
expression of a specific ligand in the ventral striatum. Subsequent in vitro studies showed that
ligand-receptor interaction leads to inhibition of neurite outgrowth, thereby selectively inhibiting
innervation by mistargeted neurons (Yue et al. 1999).

Disorders of the midbrain DA system
Parkinson´s disease – degeneration of midbrain DA neurons
Parkinson´s disease (PD) was namned after the British physician James Parkinson who described
the disease almost 200 years ago (Parkinson 1817). PD is the most common neurodegenerative
motor disorder as it affects 1-2 % of the population over 55 years of age with no gender
preference (Selby 1983; Spillantini and Goedert 2000; Shastry 2001).
Symptoms and pathology
The cardinal symptoms of PD are resting tremor, bradykinesia3 and rigidity but can also include
gait abnormalities and postural instability as well as dementia. PD is a slowly progessive, still
incurable disorder that causes great personal discomfort for the patients. The mortality rate of
PD patients is higher than that of the general population and the final cause of death is variable,
including e.g. pneumonia, cerebral vascular and cardiac diseases (Selby 1983; Wermuth et al.
1995; Hely et al. 1999; Morgante et al. 2000; Beyer et al. 2001).
PD is caused by the degeneration of DA neurons in the SNc which leads to a loss of dopamine
signaling in the caudate putamen. This in turn disturbs the regulation of movement by the globus
pallidus and the subthalamic nucleus of the basal ganglia (Gerfen and Wilson 1996). The clinical
symptoms of PD appear when about 50 % of the nigral DA neurons are lost and, as the disease
progresses, the rate of cell death is increased to 45 % per decade. This is in strong contrast to the
normal ageing process where the SN cell death is approximately 5 % per decade (McGeer et al.
1988; Dunnett and Björklund 1999). In addition to nigral cell death, the pathology includes the
formation of Lewy bodies (LBs) in the SNc neurons. LBs are intracytoplasmic spherical
inclusions descibed already in 1912 by Friederich Lewy but which are still far from completely
understood. The mechanism for formation of the inclusions is not clear. However, the protein
aggregates might be a consequence of altered protein conformation and/or dysregulation of the
ubiquitin-proteasome complex that serves to clear the cell of misfolded proteins. It has been
speculated that the formation of LBs might be a cytoprotective attempt to rescue the cell from
protein-mediated neurotoxicty (McNaught et al. 2001). In many patients with PD, LBs and
neuronal degeneration are not only observed in the SN, but also in other areas. These include the
dopaminergic VTA, the cholinergic nucleus basalis of Meynert, the noradrenergic locus
coeruleus and the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus nerve (Jellinger 1991; Spillantini and
Goedert 2000).

3

Bradykinesia = slowing of and difficulty in initiating movement
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Etiology
The specific etiology of PD is unknown but a complex involvement of both environmental and
genetic factors has been shown (Langston 1998; Dunnett and Björklund 1999). Post-mortem
studies have revealed both oxidative damage and impaired energy metabolism in brains of PD
patients (Beal 2001). Based on epidemiological studies, it has been suggested that pesticides and
other toxins are involved in causing idiopathic PD (Langston 1998; Ritz and Yu 2000). This
theory is supported by studies in experimental animals. For example, it was recently shown in
rats that exposure to the lipophilic toxin and insecticide rotenone, which causes energy depletion
by inhibiting the function of the mitochondria, results in PD symptoms (Betarbet et al. 2000;
Giasson and Lee 2000; Beal 2001). Another dopaminotoxic compound is 1-methyl-4phenylpyridinium (MPTP) which was identified in a “designer drug” taken intravenously by a
group of young heroin addicts who developed chronic parkinsonism (Langston and Ballard
1983). The active metabolite of MPTP is MPP+, which is selectively taken up by DA neurons
via DAT. The extreme toxicity of MPP+ has been suggested to be due to a dualistic mechanism
of action where MPP+ inhibits the mitochondrial complex I but also depletes synaptic vesicles of
DA. When DA is metabolized, toxic levels of free radicals are produced (Langston et al. 1984;
Bezard et al. 1999; Lotharius and O'Malley 2000; Nicotra and Parvez 2000). MPTP is currently
used as an experimental model of PD in both mice and primates (Beal 2001).
Genetic studies of rare familial PD have led to the identification of gene mutations. The protein
products of two of these, parkin and UCHL1, are both normally involved in the process of
ubiquitination. A third gene encodes a-synuclein, a natively unfolded protein of unknown
function which is present near the synaptic vesicles (Polymeropoulos et al. 1997). LBs are
strongly immunoreactive for a-synuclein (Spillantini et al. 1997). Of the three genes, asynuclein has been most extensively studied. Overexpression studies in mouse and Drosophila
have resulted in protein aggregates and PD-like symptoms, whereas loss-of-function studies
suggested a normal role for a -synuclein in regulation of activity-dependent DA
neurotransmission (Abeliovich et al. 2000; Feany and Bender 2000; Masliah et al. 2000; van der
Putten et al. 2000; Zhou et al. 2000).
Treatments
“… the unhappy sufferer has considered it as an evil, from the domination of which he had no
prospect of escape.”
From “An essay on the shaking palsy” by J. Parkinson, 1817.
Still today, there is no therapy for PD that slows or reverses the cause of the disease, i.e. the
degeneration of midbrain DA neurons. Instead, current therapy serves to alleviate the symptoms.
Oral administration of the dopamine precursor L-dopa, together with an inhibitor of peripheral
dopa-decarboxylase, has been the most widely used treatment for the last approximately 40
years, and serves to increase striatal DA. L -dopa treatment of early- and middle-stage PD
reduces movement difficulties and rigidity, but the effect of this drug decreases with the
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progression of DA cell degeneration (Dunnett and Björklund 1999). Also, long term L-dopa
treatment can result in side effects such as dyskinesia, on-off fluctuations4 and unpredictable
changes in mobility (Bezard et al. 2001). Surgery and high-frequency, deep-brain stimulation of
the basal ganglia nuclei involved in controlling motor function, the globus pallidus and the
subthalamic nucleus, are used to lesion these areas and thereby relieve the motor cortex of the
dysregulated input from the thalamus. Another type of surgery is the stereotactic, bilateral
transplantation of human fetal mesencephalic tissue into the caudate and putamen of PD patients.
This method is based on the findings in animal studies that embryonic DA cells survive and
extend functional innervation, when transplanted into denervated striatum. In human PD
patients, the grafts have been shown to survive and function, as demonstrated by alleviation of
akinesia and rigidity, whereas tremor remains. However, the large number of embryos needed
per patient (4-8 per side), the poor survival of the transplanted tissue (5-10 %) and the ethical
problems associated with the use of aborted fetuses, have led to a need for alternative sources of
DA cells as well as improvement of the survival rate (Brundin et al. 2000).
Rescue of DA innervation – some animal and cell-based models
The use of animal models has been beneficial in terms of understanding the pathology of PD and
for development of therapy. These models include the use of DA cell-targeting toxins, such as
MPTP (discussed above) and 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA), both which target the DA neurons
and result in loss of DA signaling in the striatum. Administration of 6-OHDA is by intranigral or
intrastriatal injections, usually unilaterally as the extent of the lesion then can be assessed by
rotational behaviour (Ungerstedt 1971b; Sauer and Oertel 1994). MPTP is a lipophilic molecule,
which passes through the blood-brain-barrier5 and can therefore be injected subcutaneously (Beal
2001). One goal in this research area has been to identify factors which protect the neurons from
the toxic effects of these substances, with the purpose to slow down the degeneration process in
PD. The potential usage of such neuroprotective factors is enhanced by the use of brain-imaging
techniques to detect decreases in striatal DA before onset of clinical symptoms.
The identification of GDNF as a “dopaminotrophic” factor (Lin et al. 1993) spurred a great
interest for a possible use in PD patients. In order to exert its function, this hydrophilic molecule
needs to be injected directly into the brain or to be delivered via gene transfer, using viral
systems with the ability to express transgenic GDNF. Both these methods have been used
extensively in animal models and the summarized results show that GDNF is able to rescue the
nigrostriatal pathways from toxin-induced degeneration in vivo (Beck et al. 1995; Tomac et al.
1995; Choi-Lundberg et al. 1997; Rosenblad et al. 1999; Kordower et al. 2000; Kozlowski et al.
2000). GDNF administration prior to toxin treatment was shown to protect DA cells from
degeneration in e.g. MPTP and 6-OHDA models, and to repair the system when administered
after toxin treatment. In addition to this, GDNF has been shown to promote axonal sprouting
upon injury (Batchelor et al. 1999; Batchelor et al. 2000). GDNF treatment is currently used in
4

On-off fluctuations = sudden loss of levodopa-induced benefit (“on” state) and onset of the parkinsonian state
(“off” state).
5
The blood-brain-barrier is a barrier between blood vessels and brain tissue, which only allows passage of oxygen,
carbon dioxide, glucose and other small molecules through the brain capillaries.
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clinical trials. However, the only patient of whom a post-mortem study has been performed did
not show improvement of the DA system (Kordower et al. 1999). Other neurotrophic factors
have also been shown to exert protective effects on DA neurons, e.g. neurturin (Horger et al.
1998).
The mode of cell death in PD patients has been difficult to assess through post-mortem studies,
but seems to involve necrosis as well as apoptosis, a finding corroborated by studies in animal
models of PD which display both types of cell death (reviewed in (Mattson 2000; Nicotra and
Parvez 2000). As apoptosis is dependent on de novo gene expression and protein activation,
methods to inhibit this active process may serve as neuroprotective. As such, overexpression of
the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 in transgenic mice has been shown to rescue DA cells from 6OHDA and MPTP- induced death (Offen et al. 1998), as has inhibition of caspase6 activity in
both in vitro and in vivo PD models. Although several caspases are involved in mediating the
apoptotic response, selective inhibition of caspase 3 is sufficient to prevent MPP+ toxicity in
cultured DA neurons (von Coelln et al. 2001; Bilsland et al. 2002). This caspase is present in the
human SNc and the number of neurons displaying active caspase 3 is enhanced in patients with
PD as shown by histochemical analyses on postmortem brains (Hartmann et al. 2000). In
addition, viral over-expression of the inhibitor of apoptosis protein together with GDNF, was
recently shown to result in synergistic protection of DA neurons (Eberhardt et al. 2000),
emphasizing a putative need for combining several neuroprotective factors to achieve maximal
dopaminergic survival.
In contrast to the neuroprotective agents, which aim at rescuing endogenous DA neurons,
transplantation serves to replace these cells. In addition to exploring various donor tissues such
as non-human DA cells, or non-neuronal DA cells of the adrenal chromaffin cells and carotid
body glomus cells, substantial efforts aim at increasing the survival rate of human embryo
mesencephalic transplants. Several steps in the transplantation procedure are critical for the
outcome of graft survival, such as the dissection, mechanical dissociation, target injection and
maturation of the implant, steps in which the grafts are subjected to mechanical trauma, oxidative
damage and lack of neurotrophic support. It has been shown that 30 % of the neurons die
already by the tissue dissocation, and that the major cell death of the implanted graft occurs
during the first few days after transplantation (Fawcett et al. 1995; Emgård et al. 1999; Brundin
et al. 2000). Thus, in addition to minimizing mechanical damage to donor and host tissue,
methods to increase graft survival include the same kind of strategies that are employed for
rescue of endogenous DA cells, e.g. use of neurotrophic support and anti-apoptotic agents.
During the last few years, the interest in using neural progenitor cells or stem cells for generating
tissue for transplantation has expanded drastically. A number of different protocols have
demonstrated that these multi-potent cells with self-renewal capacity can be differentiated into
DA neurons in vitro (Gage 2000; Momma et al. 2000). A couple of examples of engineered DA
6

Caspases = serine proteases that become activated by cleavage of inactive procaspases and that act as major
mediators of apoptosis.
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neurons follow below. Also, with the recent identification of stem cells in the adult brain, there
might be clinical potential in methods designed to target and expand the patient´s endogenous
neurogenesis. The purpose would be to achieve self-repair in nuclei susceptible to degeneration,
for example the midbrain DA neurons of patients suffering from PD (Johansson et al. 1999a;
Johansson et al. 1999b).
Nurr1 engineers DA neurons
In order to understand both how the endogenous DA cells function and how DA cells can be
synthesized for transplantation, an understanding of the factors important for their generation is
essential. As a factor essential for development of DA neurons in the mouse, Nurr1 may exhibit
characteristics of potential use when generating DA neurons in vitro. Indeed, as demonstrated a
few years ago, overexpression of Nurr1 in cerebellar neural stem cells, co-cultured with
mesencephalic astrocytes and treated with bFGF, resulted in that more than 80 % of the cells
adopted a DA neuronal phenotype. Subsequent transplantation of the engineered cells into adult
rat striatum showed a low survival rate, although the cells did appear to integrate with the host
tissue (Wagner et al. 1999). In addition, it was recently shown that viral over-expression of
Nurr1 in human ES cells resulted in DA cells with characteristics typical of midbrain DA
neurons, such as expression of endogenous Nurr1, En1, RaldhI/AHD2 and Ret. When grafted
into 6-OHDA treated rats, these cells made functional connections as assessed by decrease of
rotational behaviour (Kim et al. 2002).
Finally, might Nurr1, which is expressed in the midbrain DA system from its early stages of
development into adulthood, play a neuroprotective role of possible use in PD? Furthermore, as
Nurr1 is encoded by an IEG that can be upregulated in various brain regions by a number of
different stimuli, does Nurr1 exhibit any properties that could be of use for the brain in its
responses to injury and that can be further explored for treatment of disease? These questions
will be further addressed in Results and Discussion below.
Schizophrenia and drug addiction - dysregulation of DA neurotransmission
Via the projections of VTA DA neurons to the cortical and limbic systems, the so called
mesocortical and mesolimbic pathways, these neurons are involved in the control of emotional
and reward mechanisms of the brain.
Schizophrenia
“The dopamine hypothesis“ has been the predominant theory for more than 25 years regarding
the pathogenesis of schizophrenia (reviewed in Moore et al. 1999; Benes and Berretta 2001).
This is based on the discovery that anti-psychotic drugs function by blocking DA
neurotransmission via dopamine D2 receptors and that DA agonists serve as psychostimulants.
It is now becoming more evident that the excessive DA neurotransmission in the forebrain is not
due to a primary neuropathology in midbrain DA neurons or DA receptors in the target areas but
may rather be a secondary effect of structural and metabolic abnormalities in prefrontal and
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limbic regions. These regions are involved in the control of DA burst activity and their
dysfunction is therefore intimately linked to dysregulation of DA release.
Drug abuse
Addictive drugs act by reinforcing the effects of the brain´s natural reward system, of which the
mesolimbic system, with its projections to the nucleus accumbens, play a vital role (di Chiara
and Imperato 1988). As such, the drugs enhance the neurotransmission of endogenous substrates
such as DA and thereby cause a non-natural increase in the activity of the reward circuit, leading
to a “feel-good” sensation. Drug exposure may result in both biochemical and behavioural
adaptations in the brain, which in turn sensitize the reward system and increase the attractiveness
of the drug. Two examples of drug-mediating players are TH, which is upregulated in the VTA
in response to chronic drug abuse, and DAT which is inhibited by both cocaine and amphetamine
and thereby makes DAT unable to clear the synapse of DA transmission (Messer et al. 2000).

Nurr1 in Parkinson´s disease, schizophrenia and drug addiction
Studies of the human Nurr1 (also called NOT) gene, which consists of 8 exons and 7 introns,
have revealed associations to the pathological conditions discussed above. A homozygous
polymorphism7 has been identified in intron six which was significantly higher (8.4 %) in patient
material of both familial and sporadic PD than in healthy control subjects (Xu et al. 2002). A
recent study revealed two missense mutations in schizophrenia patients and one in a patient with
manic depressive disorder where all three mutations were located in exon three encoding the
DBD. In addition, a reporter gene assay showed a clearly significant reduction (30-40 %) in
transcriptional activity of each of the mutants (Buervenich et al. 2000). Another study identified
a rare one-base pair-deletion mutant in the N-terminal untranslated region of Nurr1, however, the
functional significance of this mutation is unknown (Chen et al. 2001). In the case of addiction,
two recent studies have focused on Nurr1. One of these implied a haplotypic association of the
human Nurr1 locus to alcohol dependence and the second showed decreased Nurr1 expression in
DA neurons of cocaine abusers (Bannon et al. 2002; Ishiguro et al. 2002). In addition, studies of
Nurr1 heterozygous mice have shown a reduced ethanol preference suggesting that Nurr1 is
indeed involved in the regulation of processes associated with ethanol preference and other
addictive behaviours (Werme 2001). The research field focusing on molecular mechanisms
involved in addictive behaviour is fairly young, but as it is expanding rapidly it may well lead to
a deeper knowledge of both drugs of abuse and the DA system in the near future. In the mouse,
Nurr1 is strongly linked to the DA neurotransmitter phenotype as in vitro studies have shown
regulation of both the TH (Sakurada et al. 1999; Schimmel et al. 1999; Iwawaki et al. 2000) and
DAT (Sacchetti et al. 1999; Sacchetti et al. 2001) genes by Nurr1. Also, in vivo studies have
revealed the dependence on Nurr1 for expression of TH, AADC and VMAT (Zetterström et al.
1997; Hermanson et al. 2002). The importance of Nurr1 for neurotransmitter phenotype will be
further discussed in Results and Discussion.
7

Polymorphism = the simultaneous existence in the same population of two or more genotypes in frequencies that
cannot be explained by recurrent mutations.
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METHODS
The materials and methods used in this thesis work are described in each paper. A summary of
the techniques used, with reference to the respective paper, follows below.

Technique
Histology
Cryo- and microtome sectioning
In situ hybridization
DIG-labeled
Radioactive
Immunohistochemistry
Fluorescence
Indirect
Whole mount
X-gal staining

Paper
I-VI
I, III, IV
II
I, II, IV, VI
I, II
I
VI

Tissue dissection and excision

I-VI

Regular and confocal microscopy

I-VI

Genotyping by PCR

I, II, VI, V, VI

BrdU labeling

I, IV

Retrograde axonal transport

I

Cell death analysis (TUNEL)

I, IV

Transient cell transfection assay

II, VI

Transient and stable transgenic mice
(cloning and analysis)
Primary CNS cultures
(dissection, culturing, staining, counting)
RT-PCR on brain material

I, VI
VI
II, IV
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AIMS OF THIS STUDY
The lack of midbrain DA neurons in Nurr1 mutant mice demonstrated a developmental role of
this nuclear receptor in the formation of DA cells. As Nurr1 is normally expressed in the mouse
brain from early embryogenesis into adulthood and as the expression can be induced by various
stimuli, Nurr1 may play additional roles in the brain which are uncoupled to the developmental
role in the midbrain DA neurons. Nurr1 is an orphan receptor but can form permissive
heterodimers with RXR, thereby forming alternative pathways for vitamin A and rexinoid
signaling. The aims of this study have been to address the roles of Nurr1 in the mouse brain, and
more specifically to:
¸ Analyze the fate of the cells in the ventral midbrain in the absence of Nurr1 (paper I).
¸ Identify and analyze target genes of Nurr1 which mediate the developmental functions of
Nurr1 (paper II, III, IV).
¸ Understand the cause of the neonatal death of the Nurr1 mutant pups (paper V).
¸ Use the FIND-transgenic mouse system to identify sites of Nurr1 and RXR activity in vivo.
Extend the findings in the mouse system to an in vitro primary cell culture system in order to
describe the significance and mechanisms of the findings in the transgenic mice (paper VI).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fate of mesencephalic DA progenitor cells in absence of the orphan NR Nurr1
DA neuron agenesis in Nurr1-deficient mice - the background story
Nurr1 gene targeted mice were produced in the Perlmann lab during 1996-1997 (Zetterström et
al. 1997). The initial characterization by Zetterström and colleagues revealed a complete
absence of DA markers (TH, Ret, RaldhI/AHD2 and the DA D2 autoreceptor) at birth, uniquely
in the midbrain DA cell area of these mice. As such, TH-immuno-reactivity was normal in other
catecholaminergic areas examined, such as the diencephalic A11-13 DA cell groups and the
pontine locus coeruleus, the main noradrenergic nucleus of the brain. Importantly, analyses of
TH mRNA and protein expression from E11.5 in the neonatal pup, demonstrated a lack of
expression throughout all developmental stages. Although the authors speculated that Nurr1
might directly regulate TH expression, they were convinced that the absence of all DA neuron
markers at birth as well as cellular disorganization in the ventral midbrain strongly implicated
Nurr1 in the developmental process generating these neurons. Such a developmental role does
not rule out a possible involvement in the transcriptional regulation of the TH gene. This theory
was further supported by the findings by Zhou and Palmiter, who, a couple of years earlier had
knocked out the TH gene specifically in the DA neurons, and had apparently normal midbrain
DA neurons in their neonatal pups (Zhou and Palmiter 1995). The lack of TH, and thereby DA,
does not seem to affect the development of these neurons. Zetterström and co-authors also
showed that the Nurr1 mutant lacked milk in their stomachs and died within 2 days after birth.
Soon after this initial Nurr1 knockout-publication, two other independent studies verified the loss
of midbrain DA neurons in Nurr1 gene targeted mice (Castillo et al. 1998; Saucedo-Cardenas et
al. 1998).
One aim with this thesis work has been to increase our understanding of the fate of the midbrain
DA cells when the Nurr1 gene has been inactivated. What happens to the cells, why are no
midbrain DA neurons detected in the neonatal mutant pups? This question is addressed in paper
I. Once this has been established, can the knowledge be used to identify transcriptional target
genes of Nurr1? This question provides the basis for papers II and IV.
Multiple developmental defects in midbrain DA neurons of Nurr1 -/- mice (paper I)
Nurr1 is expressed in post-mitotic cells in the ventral midbrain
In order to understand the midbrain phenotype observed in the Nurr1 knockout mice, we started
this study by analyzing the expression of known DA cell markers during embryogenesis,
including Nurr1 itself. It was already known that Nurr1 is expressed in the mesencephalic
flexure from E10.5 (Zetterström et al. 1997), however to gain further insight into the
developmental role of Nurr1, we wished to know whether it is expressed in proliferating or
differentiating cells in this area. Nurr1 mRNA expression was compared to that of Nestin, a
marker for proliferating neural progenitor cells. Nurr1 was found to be excluded from the
ventricular layer of dividing, mitotic cells and instead appears outside of that region. That Nurr1
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is expressed in post-mitotic cells was further corroborated by the lack of co-detection of
bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU)-labelled cells with Nurr1-expressing cells. The BrdU analyses made
in this study were from injections made two hours before sacrifice of the animals. The analyses
have been extended lately to include other time-points and the conclusion that Nurr1 is expressed
in post-mitotic cells has remained valid.
RaldhI/AHD2 is expressed in proliferating DA progenitor cells
Another molecular marker that we were interested in was RaldhI/AHD2, which is an aldehyde
dehydrogenase capable of producing RA from retinaldehyde but which may have additional
substrate-specificity in vivo (Lindahl and Evces 1984). The expression pattern of this enzyme
had been mapped from late midgestation, but we wished to use it for fate-analysis of the DA
cells and were therefore interested in understanding more about the expression (McCaffery and
Dräger 1994). Surprisingly, we detected RaldhI/AHD2 expression already at E9.5 in the ventral
midbrain neuroepithelium. As Nurr1 and TH are not yet expressed at this early time-point, the
pattern of expression suggested that RaldhI/AHD2 is expressed in proliferating progenitor cells.
Indeed, three days later, when TH expression can be detected, it co-localizes with that of
RaldhI/AHD2 in the mantle zone, however RaldhI/AHD2 is also expressed in the ventricular
zone where proliferating progenitor cells are localized. These findings led us to suggest that
RaldhI/AHD2 is a first marker for proliferating DA progenitor cells.
DA cell-specific genes are downregulated at late midgestation
The initial analysis of the mutant mice addressed the question of whether the ventral midbrain
cells induce a neuronal fate in the absence of Nurr1. By using a general neuronal marker, we
could show that the cells in the ventral midbrain do indeed become neuronal although Nurr1 is
missing. We subsequently analyzed the expression pattern of DA cell-specific genes and could
show that RaldhI/AHD2 expression was normal at E11.5-12.5 in Nurr1 knockout embryos, but
that it was completely missing at E15.5. Another specific marker, the homeodomain TF Ptx3
(Smidt et al. 1997), was found to be expressed normally at E11.5-12.5, but was also downregulated at E15.5. Expression patterns of the mouse engrailed genes, En1 and En2, were found
to correlate with Nurr1 expression in the wildtype embryo at E11. In the Nurr1 knockout
midbrain, these genes appeared normal at this stage whereas they were downregulated at E18.5.
DA-specific genes are thus induced even in absence of Nurr1 (and TH). A schematic drawing of
genes expressed during the formation of a differentiated DA neuron from an undifferentiated
neural stem cell is shown in figure 8.
As both RaldhI/AHD2 and Ptx3 are normally expressed at E12.5, something apparently goes
wrong in these Nurr1-deficient DA progenitor cells between the E12.5 and E15.5. What major
event strikes the DA progenitor cells at this stage that makes them unable to continue a DA-like
fate?
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Fig. 8 Midbrain DA cell development. According to our study, RaldhI/AHD2 is expressed in proliferating DA
progenitor cells from approximately E9.5. As these cells become post-mitotic, we detect Nurr1 expression from
E10.5, which is followed by En1 and En2 at E11. At E11.5, the cells start expressing Ptx3 and TH. TH and AHD2
are enzymes localized in the cytoplasm of the neurons, whereas the TFs Nurr1, Ptx3, Lmx1b and En1/En2 are
confined to the nucleus. The expression of Lmx1b in the ventral midbrain starts at E7.5, however it is uncertain if
it is confined to DA progenitor cells. At later stages, Lmx1b is expressed in DA neurons (Smidt et al. 2000). See
text for further references and details.

We speculate that it is the absence of one or several as yet unidentified target genes of Nurr1 that
are normally induced at this stage and that are essential for the continued developmental process.
The absence of induction of such genes in the Nurr1 mutant mice may be a general “turn-off”
signal for the system and from this stage everything shuts down. The identification of such a
gene might lead to important knowledge of the DA system. Paper IV addresses this issue
further. It is also possible that the down-regulation of RaldhI/AHD2 is the major reason for the
developmental shut-down. As this enzyme can synthesize RA, and possibly other more or less
similar compounds, the loss of this capability would be detrimental for the cells, provided that
they are dependent on such substrates. In fact, RARa and b as well as RXRa and b mRNA can
be detected in DA neurons (as reported from studies in adult brains), possibly enabling these
cells to respond to RA (Krezel et al. 1999; Zetterström et al. 1999). We attempted to increase our
understanding of RaldhI/AHD2 during DA cell development by producing transgenic mice
expressing this enzyme under control of Nestin-regulatory elements (Lothian and Lendahl 1997),
thus driving the expression in all neural progenitor cells. The lack of phenotype of these
transient transgenic embryos at E11.5 and E12.5, suggested that ectopic expression of this
enzyme alone is not sufficient to induce a DA cell fate (data not shown). To further pin-point the
role of this dehydrogenase, loss-of-function studies may be required. Also, as RaldhI/AHD2 is
expressed throughout adulthood, it may be of importance in the adult DA neurons. For example,
gene targeting of some of the RA receptors (RARb, RXRb and RXRg) leads to DA-related
phenotypes, for example down-regulation of DA D2 receptors and disturbed motor behaviour
(Samad et al. 1997; Krezel et al. 1998; Krezel et al. 1999). Thus, it has been speculated that RA
synthesized in DA nerve terminals might be transported to the striatal neurons and act in these
cells as a ligand of importance for neural function. Finally, might RaldhI/AHD2 be involved in
the synthesis of ligand (RA) for RAR and RXR, and, more speculatively, a ligand for Nurr1? No
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ligand has been described for this orphan NR but studies of the LBD have shown a cell typedependent activity of the LBD in cell culture assays, possibly reflecting a cell type-dependent
presence of ligand (Castro et al. 1999). Perhaps more likely, is the activation of the Nurr1-RXR
heterodimer through the activity of RaldhI/AHD2 as these heterodimers are indeed permissive to
RXR ligands. Nurr1-RXR heterodimerization will be addressed in paper VI.
Target innervation is abnormal in Nurr1 mutant pups
In addition to marker gene expression, the question of innervation was addressed in our study.
As the cells in the ventral midbrain induce neuronal, and some DA-like, properties, are they able
to innervate the striatum? We used two different methods to address this issue; forebrain
injections of the lipophilic tracer DiI and the retrograde tracer Fluoro-Gold. By using DiI, it was
difficult at this stage to separate the SNc from the substantia nigra pars reticulata, a SNc-adjacent
area which receives striatonigral projections. Thus, we turned to Fluoro-Gold, which is
dependent on active transport for its retrograde tracing. By injecting this dye into the striatum of
live pups, we could analyze nigrostriatal innervation without disturbance from the adjacent
reticulata fibers running in the opposite direction. This method proved far more conclusive, we
could observe innervation from SNc in all wildtype pups but none in the knockouts. We
concluded that the absence of Nurr1 leads to abnormal target innervation, in addition to the
down-regulation of DA-specific genes. However, the question of innervation has been a matter
of debate. In a publication by Nikodem and colleagues, it was claimed that there is normal
innervation in the Nurr1 knockout mice (Witta et al. 2000). As these authors used the DiImethod, it is important to stress the difficulties of this method, as the use of DiI in the case of
neonatal nigrostriatal innervation in our experience is inconclusive and thus decreases the
likelyhood of a fair comparison between our studies. However, we have taken this issue further,
using a genetic approach. New Nurr1 null mutant mice have been generated in the lab with the
gene encoding the green fluorescent protein inserted into the Nurr1 locus. These mice will be
used to study fiber outgrowth in the Nurr1 mutants. One area of interest in these mice will be the
nigrostriatal pathway (Aarnisalo and Perlmann, personal communication).
Cellular disorganization and cell death in Nurr1 knockout ventral midbrain
In the process of analyzing expression of DA-specific genes in the Nurr1 mutant mice, we noted
that the transcripts were localized mainly in the medial ventral midbrain, as if the neurons had
failed to migrate to their lateral positions forming the SNc. The characteristic “butterfly” shape
thus failed to form. It thus seems that Nurr1 is important for normal cell migration. In addition
to the medial localization of Ptx3 and En1/En2, the “cryptic” transcript generated from the
targeted Nurr1 locus also showed a medial position. As no DA markers can be detected at birth,
are the markers only down-regulated or are the cells also dying in response to the abnormalities
of the developmental process? By using a cell death assay, we could detect a drastic increase in
apoptotic nuclei in the medial ventral midbrain, demonstrating that Nurr1 is essential for the
survival of the cells. The issue of cell death in the Nurr1 knockout mice has also been a matter
of debate. In addition to our study, Conneely’s lab found an increase in apoptosis whereas the
Nikodem group argued against it (Saucedo-Cardenas et al. 1998). Also regarding this issue, the
discrepancies might be due to the use of different detection methods.
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Identification of Nurr1 target genes that mediate the developmental processes which are
disturbed in the absence of Nurr1, i.e maintenance of DA marker genes, migration, target
innervation and cell survival, could increase our understanding of DA cell development and
function. Papers II and IV further address the issue of Nurr1 target genes. A schematic
representation of the findings in papers, I, II, IV is found in the summary on page 48.
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Nurr1-deficiency results in downregulation of Ret expression (paper II)
GDNF signaling and DA neuron function
In paper II, we extended our marker gene analysis to include the receptors for GDNF, the
“dopaminotrophic” factor discussed in the Introduction. Signaling by GDNF and the related
molecules neurturin, artemin and persephin, has been extensively reviewed (Baloh et al. 2000;
Airaksinen and Saarma 2002). Briefly, these molecules activate intracellular signaling by
binding to GFRa1-4 receptors, which are localized in so called lipid rafts of the plasma
membrane, structures highly concentrated in e.g. cholesterol and saturated fatty acids. Lipid
rafts are believed to provide a suitable lipid microenvironment within the membrane where
proteins are brought together and can signal to downstream mediators. The binding of e.g.
GDNF to GFRa1 thus induces recruitment of the receptor tyrosine kinase Ret, which in turn
becomes activated and phosphorylates target proteins.
As discussed, no abnormalities have been shown in the midbrain DA neurons in mice with
targeted null mutations in the GDNF, GFRa1 or Ret genes (Marcos and Pachnis 1996; Moore et
al. 1996; Pichel et al. 1996; Sanchez et al. 1996; Taraviras et al. 1999; Airaksinen and Saarma
2002). However, as the mice die at birth, it cannot be ruled out that these molecules are
important for certain aspects of DA cell function that are not manifested during development.
For example, several studies have shown these molecules to be important for fiber outgrowth and
cell survival in response to tissue injury and toxins in rodents and primates (Beck et al. 1995;
Tomac et al. 1995; Choi-Lundberg et al. 1997; Rosenblad et al. 1999; Batchelor et al. 2000;
Kordower et al. 2000; Kozlowski et al. 2000). Moreover, although target innervation starts
during embryogenesis, it is completed a few weeks after birth during the time at which Ret and
GFRa1 are expressed in the DA neurons. Recently, an elegant study showed that GDNF is
indeed essential during this postnatal period for target innervation as well as survival of the DA
neurons (Granholm et al. 2000). Thus, GDNF signaling is important for normal function of DA
neurons as well as their response to injury.
Ret fails to be expressed in the absence of Nurr1
As Ret and GFRa1 are expressed in the developing and adult midbrain DA neurons, we
examined how these genes were affected by the Nurr1 gene mutation. Expression of both these
genes was detected at E11.5 in a pattern similar to that of Nurr1 and TH. In the Nurr1 mutant
midbrain at this stage, Ret was not detected whereas GFRa1 appeared normal. Notably, GFRa1
expression was not detected at E16.5, suggesting that this gene is downregulated around the
same time as the other DA cell marker genes (paper I). The results indicated that the Ret gene is
directly dependent on Nurr1 for its transcription. To analyze putative regulatory sequences in
the Ret promoter, we used Ret promoter constructs kindly provided by G. Petroni, Italy. The
failure to activate the promoter-reporter constructs may be due to lack of direct activation by
Nurr1, but it may also depend on the context of the analysis, which was by transient transfection
assays. However, additional support for Nurr1-dependent Ret gene regulation was obtained with
the observation that a second nucleus is devoid of Ret expression in the Nurr1 knockout mice.
This nucleus, the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus nerve (DMN or DMN X), shows very
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prominent Nurr1 expression in the adult rat (Zetterström et al. 1996c). We could show that
Nurr1 expression in this cranial nucleus is induced already at E10.5. Notably, as we had
generated a Nurr1-specific antibody, we were able to analyze the protein localization pattern of
Nurr1. Nurr1 expression was confined to the visceral motor neurons of this nucleus, which is
where Ret is also expressed at E13.5. At this and later stages, Ret expression was not detected in
the DMN X of the Nurr1 mutant mice. The DMN X sends efferent projections in the vagus
nerve which innervates the esophagus, lungs, heart and gastrointestinal tract.
Immunohistochemical analyses of these target areas did not reveal any disturbances in vagal
innervation, however detection of functional defects may require more extensive analyses. As the
DMN X is also involved in the control of breathing, we reasoned that the lack of Nurr1 and Ret
in this nucleus might affect the respiratory control. Notably, Ret mutant mice die soon after birth
and display respiratory defects manifested by increased carbon dioxide sensitivity (Burton et al.
1997). The cause of death of the Nurr1 mice has remained unknown, but as the phenotype of the
DMN X suggested a malformation in this vital nucleus, we decided to analyze respiration in the
Nurr1 mutant pups. The results of these studies are presented in paper V.
A role of Nurr1-dependent Ret regulation in response to injury?
The adult Nurr1 heterozygous mice have normal DA neurons as assessed by TH IR in the
midbrain and DA levels in the striatum (Zetterström et al. 1997). However, these mice show an
increased sensitivity to the DA cell toxin MPTP, suggesting that Nurr1 gene dosage is important
for maintaining mature DA cell function and that loss of normal Nurr1 expression causes
increased susceptibility to injury (Le et al. 1999a). As the GDNF signaling pathway has been
strongly linked to DA cell survival, it is intriguing to speculate that the increased sensitivity of
Nurr1 heterozygous mice is linked to downregulation of Ret expression. In addition to acting as
a survival factor for DA neurons, GDNF is a neurotrophic factor for a number of cell
populations, e.g. motor neurons and forebrain cholinergic neurons (Hendersen et al. 1994;
Williams et al. 1996). Administered GDNF has been shown to reduce ischemic brain injury
(Wang et al. 2002) by acting on Ret and Gfra1, which are upregulated in the forebrain in
response to ischemia. In epileptic seizure models, Ret is upregulated in the hippocampus. It is
tempting to speculate that Nurr1 is involved in these responses as Nurr1 is encoded by an IEG,
which is rapidly upregulated by various stressful insults, for example ischemic anoxia and
seizure (Honkaniemi et al. 1997; Crispino et al. 1998). Such injury-dependent upregulation of
Nurr1 could serve to increase the sensitivity of the neurons to the survival factor GDNF, by
upregulating Ret expression.
Nurr1 and Ret – involvement in DA synaptic function?
It was previously shown that Nurr1 is important for the DA neurotransmitter phenotype. For
example, it was early suggested that Nurr1 may directly regulate TH expression, as expression of
this enzyme is never induced in the Nurr1 mutant mice (Zetterström et al. 1997). Subsequent
analyses of the TH promoter in cell cultures and transgenic mice, have shown Nurr1-dependent
activation of this promoter, possibly by regulation of intrinsic NBRE sites (Sakurada et al. 1999;
Schimmel et al. 1999; Iwawaki et al. 2000). Nurr1 has also been shown, in a NBRE-independent
manner, to regulate the expression of DAT, which in turn regulates the levels of DA in the
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extracellular space of the synapse (Sacchetti et al. 2001). In our lab, Hermanson and colleagues
have recently investigated the role of Nurr1 in control of DA synthesis by analyzing a
dopaminergic cell line (MN9D) as well as Nurr1 knockout mice. This study shows that Nurr1
regulates the expression of AADC as well as VMAT, suggesting a role in both DA synthesis and
vesicular storage (Hermanson et al. 2002). As Nurr1 expression continues into adulthood, the
role of Nurr1 in controlling DA content has important implications not only for the developing
brain, but also for the adult organism.
Curiously, also Ret has been implicated in DA synaptic function. A recent study showed that
GDNF has the ability to acutely potentiate DA release. This occurs by modulation of a specific
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Fig. 9 Nurr1 affects levels of Ret and DA in midbrain DA neurons. A A potential target gene for Nurr1 is the
GDNF receptor Ret which is down-regulated in absence of Nurr1 (this study). In addition, several studies have
shown that Nurr1 is essential for expression of enzymes involved in DA synthesis (see e.g. Zetterström et al.
1997). B A hypothetical model of a striatal DA synapse. GDNF binding to the GFRa1-Ret complex leads to
alteration in the transport of potassium ions (K+) through K+ channels. The subsequent altered excitability of the
neuron leads to increased DA release into the synaptic cleft. (Figure B is modified from Airaksinen and Saarma
2002). In this way, Nurr1 and GDNF signaling may be involved in regulating synaptic plasticity.

set of potassium channels, which in turn alters the excitability of these neurons (Yang et al.
2001). Such a role in regulation of neuronal activity implicates GDNF and its receptors in
synaptic plasticity (Fig. 9). However, GDNF has also been shown to mediate other effects in the
DA system. For example, one form of synaptic plasticity is the behavioural sensitization that
occurs after chronic administration of various drugs, e.g. cocaine. In rat models of cocaine
abuse, GDNF administered to the VTA has been shown to counteract the rewarding effects of
cocaine by downregulating the expression of e.g. TH. In contrast, decreased levels of
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endogenous GDNF lead to increased responses to cocaine. These data suggested a role for
GDNF in drug-mediated adaptations of the midbrain DA system. In the experimental rats,
chronic cocaine treatment leads to decreased levels of phosphorylated Ret, suggesting a
feedback-loop where the drugs decrease endogenous GDNF signaling in the VTA, which in turn
increases the sensitivity to drug exposure (Messer et al. 2000). Finally, as Nurr1 may regulate
Ret expression as well as DA availability, there is also in this context a potentially interesting
link between the Nurr1 and Ret pathways.
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Nurr1-mediated DA cell maturation occurs via p57Kip2 (papers III and IV)
Expression of Nurr1 in a dopaminergic cell line induces morphological differentiation
In paper III, the dopaminergic cell line MN9D was used as an in vitro model system to address
the role of Nurr1 in DA cell differentiation. This cell line, which is a hybridoma formed by
fusion of embryonic primary cells from mouse ventral midbrain with cells from a mouse
neuroblastoma cell line, shows properties of immature DA neurons such as expression of
RaldhI/AHD2. These cells also store and synthesize DA and are sensitive to MPP+, however,
they do not express high levels of Nurr1. In this study, it is shown that overexpression of Nurr1
by transient transfection induces morphological differentiation, as assessed by extension of long,
bipolar neurites. By the use of various Nurr1 mutants, it is clear that the differentiation process
is dependent on DNA-binding, but independent of Nurr1-RXR heterodimerization. It thus seems
likely that the differentiation process is via Nurr1 monomers acting on NBRE-sites in the
regulatory regions of as yet unknown genes. In addition, it is shown that the induced
differentiation process is preceded by a Nurr1-dependent arrest of proliferation. The effects on
proliferation and differentiation are detected also by overexpression of the related receptors Nor1
and NGFI-B, suggesting functional redundancy between these receptors. In the ventral midbrain
of the developing embryo, neither Nor1 nor NGFI-B is expressed, whereas Nurr1 is expressed in
post-mitotic DA progenitor cells (paper I). During development of the DA cells, Nurr1 is
therefore not likely playing a direct role in mitotic arrest. Also, a putative role as stabilizing
factor of the anti-proliferative state has not been verified using BrdU-analyses in Nurr1 mutant
mice (data not shown). In contrast, expression analysis shows that Nor1 is expressed in mitotic
cells in discrete areas along the neuraxis, e.g. in the brainstem and spinal cord. Nor1 might thus
be involved in proliferative control in these regions. The recently reported Nor1 knockout mice
exhibit a decrease in proliferation of nonsensory epithelial cells (Ponnio et al. 2002). This
finding seems to be in opposition to what might be expected from the results in MN9D cells,
however it does demonstrate a regulatory role of Nor1 in proliferation.
p57Kip2 is an essential target gene and cofactor of Nurr1 in DA cell maturation
To further identify downstream target genes that might be involved in the process of DA cell
differentiation, we analyzed expression of candidate target genes in MN9D cells (paper IV). In
order to study the effects of Nurr1 under more physiological conditions, Nurr1 was stably
transfected into the cell line under control of a doxycyclin-dependent promoter. The Cip/Kip
family of cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) inhibitors (Ckis) regulates the cell cycle by binding to
cell cycle-driving cyclins, thereby inhibiting their binding to CDKs, which in turn prevents
continued proliferation (Chellappan et al. 1998). Ckis arrest the cells in the G1-phase of the cell
cycle. One member of the Cip/Kip family is p57Kip2 which was null-mutated a few years ago and
was shown to be important for proliferative regulation in a number of tissues, including the
gastrointestinal tract and lens (Yan et al. 1997). Subsequent studies have shown that this Cki is
also directly involved in the differentiation process of cell types forming muscle, lung and retina
(Zhang et al. 1999; Dyer and Cepko 2000). Expression patterns of all members of the Cip/Kip
family (p21Cip1, p27Kip1 and p57Kip2) were analyzed, both in Nurr1-overexpressing MN9D cells
and in the developing embryo. In the MN9D cells, expression of both p21Cip1 and p57Kip2 was
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upregulated (although by somewhat different kinetics), whereas only p57Kip2 was detected in a
pattern similar to that of Nurr1 in the ventral midbrain. We speculated that Nurr1 might regulate
p57Kip2 expression in the developing DA cells. This indeed turned out to be the case as p57Kip2
was found to be downregulated in the ventral midbrain of Nurr1 mutant mice. The temporally
restricted time-period of p57Kip2 expression at E13.5-16.5 in the wildtype DA neurons correlates
well with a role in maintenance of the DA cell identity. As discussed in paper I, the
downregulation of the other dopaminergic markers, e. g. Ptx3 and RaldhI/AHD2 occurs during
this time period. Importantly, with the spatial and temporal regulation of p57Kip2 in the wildtype
DA neurons and the p57Kip2 transcriptional dependence on Nurr1, we had two strong arguments
that p57Kip2, in addition to being a target gene for Nurr1, also plays an important role in the
development of DA neurons. We therefore analyzed DA cell development in p57Kip2 null mutant
mice, generated in M. Barbacid’s lab (Yan et al. 1997). In short, the midbrain DA cells in these
mice appeared normal at E13.5, consistent with the normal temporal expression of this gene at
this stage. Notably, however, the cells were abnormal at E18.5, as shown by decreased TH and
Nurr1 expression, defective cellular organization and increased apoptosis. The resemblance in
phenotype to the Nurr1 mutant mice, supported the theory of p57Kip2 as an effector target gene of
Nurr1 in DA neuron development.
Not only is p57Kip2 downstream of Nurr1 in the regulatory cascade that controls DA cell
differentiation, but the p57Kip2 protein also physically interacts with Nurr1, as shown by proteinprotein interaction assays in vitro. Accordingly, as p57Kip2 has the ability to regulate the
transcriptional activity of Nurr1, it can be referred to as a cofactor for Nurr1. If the results from
the MN9D cells are transferred to the in vivo situation, it implicates the possibility that the
transcriptional activity of Nurr1 is reduced from approximately E13.5, and that this
downregulation might be a major regulatory event for DA neuron differentiation. The target
genes of the Nurr1- p57Kip2 regulatory complex remain to be identified.
Is p57Kip2 essential for additional neuronal populations?
As described, expression of the receptor tyrosine kinase Ret is dependent on Nurr1 (paper II),
however, the lack of abnormal dopaminergic identity in the Ret knockout mice suggests that Ret
is not required as during DA cell differentiation (Marcos and Pachnis 1996). Thus, as Nurr1dependent p57Kip2 expression is required and necessary for normal formation of DA neurons,
p57Kip2 is the first, and so far only, Nurr1 target gene which exerts an essential dopaminergic
function. The findings of these studies thereby provide an important step in our understanding of
DA neuron development. Apart from the identification of p57Kip2 as essential for the
differentiation process generating amacrine interneurons, no other CNS-related roles have been
identified for this protein (Dyer and Cepko 2000). As we detect abundant p57Kip2 expression in
the CNS, the possibility remains that other, non-dopaminergic cells in the nervous system might
be dependent on Nurr1- p57Kip2 interaction for normal development. Future studies are sure to
address this question.
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Summary of papers I, II, III, IV
Our studies of DA neuron development have shown that Nurr1 is essential for the normal DA
cell identity. Lack of Nurr1 results in a failure to generate and maintain midbrain DA neurons,
as shown by downregulation of DA cell-specific genes, abnormal cell migration, deficient target
innervation and increase of cell death. One important target gene of Nurr1 in mediating some of
these functions is the Cki p57Kip2, which acts as a cofactor for Nurr1 and thereby regulates its
transcriptional activity. Absence of Nurr1 in the mouse leads to downregulation of a number of
DA cell marker genes, e.g. p57Kip2 and the GDNF receptor Ret. A summary of some of the
genes normally expressed in DA neurons, and the manner in which they are expressed in the
Nurr1 mutant mouse, is shown in figure 10.
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Fig. 10 A summary of our current view of gene expression in the wildtype (A) and Nurr1 mutant (B) ventral
midbrain. Our studies show that the proliferating DA progenitor cell expresses AHD2/RaldhI from E9.5 in both
normal and mutant mice, expression of this gene in the mutant is, however, downregulated at E15.5. As the DA
progenitor cell in the wildtype becomes post-mitotic, it starts expressing Nurr1 at E10.5 followed by En1/En2,
Ptx3, TH, GFRa1 and Ret at E11-11.5. In the Nurr1 mutant, En1/En2, GFRa1 and Ptx3 are induced, but later
downregulated, whereas Ret and TH are never detected, possibly indicating a direct regulation of these genes.
Another putative target gene is p57Kip2, which is induced at approx. E13.5 and then downregulated at E16.5,
showing a temporally highly restricted expression. Expression of this gene is not detected in the mutant.
Possible target genes of Nurr1 are shown in italics in (B). According to a study by Smidt and co-authors, Lmx1b
expression starts early, but it is uncertain exactly when it is first detected in the DA progenitor cells. In the
Nurr1 mutant, stage E12.5 was the latest stage analyzed, and at this time point, Lmx1b was detected (Smidt et al.
2000). DA-metabolic genes other than TH are not included in this summary.
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Why do the Nurr1 mutant pups die?
Hypoventilation and lack of hypoxic response in the Nurr1-/- pups (paper V)
A needle in a haystack-search for the cause of death
As discussed, the newborn Nurr1 mutant pups show no signs of milk in their stomachs and they
die within a few hours after birth. The vast majority of the pups are dead within 24 hours postdelivery. The reason for this early lethality has remained unknown, but it has been speculated to
involve the lack of midbrain DA neurons. It is, however, evident that basic functions, such as
feeding, is disturbed in the mutant pups (Zetterström et al. 1997; Castillo et al. 1998; SaucedoCardenas et al. 1998). As mentioned, mice with the TH gene null mutated in the DA neurons do
not show this early lethality, instead they thrive and do fine until about two weeks after birth,
when they start showing signs of aphagia and hypoactivity (Zhou and Palmiter 1995). The TH
mice only survive after this period if they are supplemented with L-dopa, the precursor of DA.
DA thus seems dispensible for neonatal feeding (by the mother), whereas it is required for the
voluntary feeding of young and adult mice. Some attempts were made to rescue the Nurr1
mutant pups by administration of L-dopa (both pre-and postnatally) and the transmitter DA itself
(Zetterström, personal communication and Castillo et al. 1998). However, these experiments
were unsuccessful in prolonging the life-span of the pups. With the current knowledge of the
abnormal DA neurons and deficient neural circuits in the Nurr1 mutant mice, the results of these
experiments may not seem surprising. In order to bypass the DA system and to more directly
(and robustly) address the issue of feeding, we tried to rescue the pups by manually feeding them
with an artificial milk substrate (Esbilac) which was orally administered though the tip of a
micropipet. These attempts failed, as did the reduction of litter size, none of which made the
pups survive. As Nurr1 is expressed in the olfactory bulb, and the ability to smell might be
connected to feeding, we made a crude estimate of their ability to sense odours, however, we
could not detect any differences in the behaviour of mice of different genotypes in response to
various smelly substances.
Severe respiratory deficiencies demonstrated in the mutant pups
With the expression analysis of Nurr1 in the brainstem (paper II), we found that Nurr1 is
expressed early during embryogenesis in this region. As several essential functions are regulated
via the brainstem, for example lung and heart function, we realized that a disturbance in this
region may be fatal and that the lack of feeding might be a secondary defect due to a more acute
abnormality. As we identified Nurr1 expression in the developing DMN X and nucleus
ambiguus (NA), both of which are involved in respiratory control, and as we observed periods of
bluish skin colour in the Nurr1 mutant pups, a sign of abnormal oxygenation, we decided to
analyze respiration in the pups. The results from these studies show that the Nurr1 mutant pups
have a severely irregular, hypoventilatory breathing pattern. In addition, the mutants have long
and frequent apneas, defined as ventilatory pauses longer than twice the duration of the
immediately preceding breath. Not only is the respiration in normal air highly disturbed in the
Nurr1 knockout pups, but they also show a complete lack of response when the normal air-flow
(95 % O2, 5 % CO2) is switched into hypoxic air (5 % O2, 95 % N2). Normally, newborn mice
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respond to such an air-switch with a biphasic alteration in the ventilatory pattern, such that
hypoxia results in an initial increase in ventilation that is followed by a decrease below the prehypoxic level during post-hypoxic normoxia. The mutant mice show no such response. In
contrast, their ventilation remains low before, during and after hypoxia. The purpose of
analyzing the response to hypoxic conditions is to determine the animal’s ability to adapt to
oxygen-related stress. Such adaptations are crucial in our atmospheric environment, not least
during the birth process. A complete inability to respond to such environmental changes, is most
likely lethal.
Nurr1 expression is detected in several nuclei important for regulation of breathing
In the newborn pups, we found Nurr1 expression in the DMN X as mentioned above, but also in
the areas of the NA and the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS), the main sensory relay center in
the brainstem. These three nuclei are highly interconnected in the neural circuitry controlling
respiration. Also connected to this circuitry are the carotid bodies (CBs), which are bilaterally
located in the bifurcations of the common carotid arteries and regulate the oxygen concentration
of the blood via connections to the NTS. With our recent identification of Nurr1 also in the CBs,
we now know that this orphan NR is expressed in the main nuclei controlling breathing, i.e. the
DMN X, NA, NTS and CBs (Fig. 11).
NTS

DMN

NA
CB

Vagus
nerve

Glossopharyngeal
nerve

Carotid
artery

Fig. 11 Illustration of respiratory connections between the brainstem and the CBs. Grey circles indicate Nurr1
expression, which is localized in the areas of main respiratory nuclei, the DMN, NA, NTS and the CBs. The
function of respiration is to maintain proper concentration of oxygen, carbon dioxide and hydrogen ions in the
tissues. Peripheral chemoreceptors sense changes in concentrations of these molecules and send information to
the brain. The CBs, located in the bifurcation of the common carotid artery, contain DA neurons and sense
oxygen levels in the blood. The CBs send sensory information to the NTS, via the carotid sinus nerve through
the glossopharyngeal nerve. NTS relays the sensory information into motor output via connections to the DMN
X and NA, both which project via the vagus nerve. Target areas of the vagus nerve include the esophagus and
lungs, important respiratory tissues. The vagus nerve, which is a mixed afferent-efferent nerve, also innervates
the heart and gastrointestinal tract and is involved in major autonomic functions of the body. See text for
abbreviations.
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Although these nuclei all appeared normal in the Nurr1 mutant mice by histological examination,
the actual function of the nerves may be altered. Such functions may be difficult to analyze in
newborn mice in vivo due to their small size, but it has been shown, for example, that CB
denervation in neonatal rats results in symptoms highly similar to the ones displayed by the
Nurr1 mutant pups. These symptoms include hypoventilation, irregular breathing, increased
number of apneas, reduced response to hypoxia and high mortality. As the Nurr1 mutant pups
show a 100% mortality rate, their phenotype is more severe than in the denervated rats. A
method to analyze the intrinsic respiratory-related activity of the brainstem is by brainstemspinal cord in vitro preparations. By using this method, we could show a functional deficiency in
the activity of respiratory-related neurites in response to hypoxia. Due to the more pronounced
defects in the recording of the live Nurr1 animals than in the in vitro preparations, it seems likely
that the severe breathing defect is due to a combination of factors, depending on both the
brainstem and the CBs.
At this stage it is not possible to conclude whether the respiratory defects are due to
developmental malformations due to the absence of Nurr1, or if it is the loss of Nurr1IEG
expression that is causing the defects. As already discussed, Nurr1 expression is regulated by
oxygen-related stress, e.g. ischemia (Honkaniemi et al. 1997). Although the hypoxic conditions
used in our experiments are milder than the ischemic stroke models under which Nurr1 has been
seen upregulated, we analyzed Nurr1 expression in normal and hypoxia-treated brains by RTPCR (data not shown). We did not observe an increase of Nurr1 in the treated brains. However,
the method used needs to be refined in order to detect discretely localized Nurr1 expression as
this may not be detected in crude preparations of whole brains.
The respiratory defects in the mice have implications for human conditions
Although the sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) is to a large extent incompletely understood,
abnormalities in respiration have been implicated (Becker et al. 1993). Subtle changes in the
areas involved in controlling breathing, e.g. the DMN X, NTS or the vagus nerve could be
sufficient to result in fatal dysregulation of respiration (Feldman et al. 1986). For example,
slightly altered neuronal maturation, such as delayed myelination and axonal growth in the vagus
nerve and delayed dendritic maturation in the brainstem nuclei, have been shown in SIDS infants
(Becker et al. 1993). It has been suggested that such defects could be due to an intrinsic
abnormality or a hypoxic injury, both of which could affect the development of vagal nuclei
(Becker and Zhang 1996). Given the characteristics of the Nurr1 gene, as induced in response to
oxygen-related stress, and the phenotype of the Nurr1 mutant mice, the abnormal DMN X and
vagus nerve (paper II) as well as the postnatal death, it is intriguing to speculate on a putative
role for Nurr1 in SIDS. Another respiratory-deficient disease is the congenital central
hypoventilation syndrome (CCHS), also called “Ondine’s curse”. This syndrome is
characterized by lack of chemosensitivity, which results in failure of autonomic control of
breathing. The abnormality leads to life-threatening hypoxic episodes starting immediately after
birth (Gozal and Harper 1999). Interestingly, dysfunctional brainstem respiratory nuclei and
delayed maturation of vagal fibers as well as size-reduction of the CBs have been implicated in
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CCHS (Becker et al. 1993; Gozal and Harper 1999). In CCHS patients, some mutations have
been identified in the Ret and GDNF genes (Amiel et al. 1998). Importantly, Ret has been further
implicated in respiration as it has been shown that Ret null mutant mice have decreased
ventilatory response to changes in carbon dioxide concentration (Burton et al. 1997). As the
mutations identified in CCHS patients do not account for the majority of the cases, it seems
likely that additional genes involved in this syndrome remain to be identified (Amiel et al. 1998;
Gozal and Harper 1999). Based on our findings regarding Nurr1 and brainstem phenotypes, as
well as a putative regulation of Ret expression, it seems possible that Nurr1 may be involved in
this disorder.
Our findings strongly suggest that the early neonatal death of the Nurr1 mutant pups is due to the
severe lack of respiratory control. Interestingly, by linking Nurr1 to respiratory control, we also
strengthen the already existing link between Nurr1 and PD, which is based on the role of Nurr1
in midbrain DA neurons. It was recently shown that patients with PD show impaired
chemosensitivity in response to hypoxia, a feature which might contribute to respiratory failure
of these patients (Onodera et al. 2000).
Apart from the role of Nurr1 in the developing midbrain DA neurons, this is the only other
developmental phenotype so far described for the homozygous Nurr1 mutant mice. Further
studies are required to reveal the clinical importance of these findings.
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Putative functions of Nurr1 and RXR in mature DA and forebrain neurons
Neuronal survival mediated by Nurr1 and RXR (paper VI)
As it became clear that Nurr1 plays important roles in the brain, for example in the midbrain DA
neurons, the question of mechanisms mediating these functions needed to be addressed. We
were interested in exploring the issue of putative endogenous ligands for the orphan receptor
Nurr1, as identification of such ligands might reveal important aspects of Nurr1 signaling. As
discussed, Solomin and Mata de Urquiza have previously established a transgenic mouse system
(the FIND system) for detection of NR activation by endogenous ligands (Mata De Urquiza et al.
1999). As described in the Introduction, blue staining of embryos incubated in X-gal solution
reveals site of NR LBD activity. In paper VI, we used this system with the purpose of detecting
endogenous Nurr1 and Nor1 activity. Whereas the FIND-Nor mice did not detect any activity,
the FIND-Nurr1 mice exhibited blue staining. By the use of various function-specific mutations
of the LBD, we could conclude that the blue staining observed was dependent on RXR
heterodimeriztion. Thus, the Gal4-Nurr1 transgene in the FIND-Nurr1 system had provided us
with a sensitive system for detection of RXR activity. The question of whether Nurr1 and Nor1
will stay orphans or if there are ligands out there waiting to be found, therefore remains to be
answered. There might be several reasons for the inability of the FIND-system to identify sites
where the LBDs of these NRs become activated. Additional regulatory sequences might be
needed and/or the transgene might require careful regulation of the chromosomal integration
sites in order to be expressed in a satisfactory manner. It should be noted, however, that some of
the activity observed in the FIND-Nurr1 transgene could turn out as bona fide Nurr1 activity.
For example, there is staining in the proximal limb buds of both the Gal4-Nurr1 wildtype and
dimerization-deficient embryos, suggesting that this activity is not dependent on RXR
heterodimerization.
RXR ligands serve as potent trophic factors for neurons in culture
By using the FIND-Nurr1 transgenic mice, we detected an activity dependent on RXR which we
could conclude not to be mediated via 9c-RA. The finding led us to speculate as to the putative
roles of RXR-specific ligands, rexinoids, in the developing and mature brain. A couple of years
ago, Mata de Urquiza and colleagues demonstrated that the polyunsaturated fatty acid
docosahexaenoic, which is abundant in the adult mouse brain, is a ligand for RXR (Mata de
Urquiza et al. 2000). This discovery was recently corroborated by the structural demonstration of
DHA-binding to the RXRa LBP (Egea et al. 2002). We wished to assay the roles of DHA and
synthetically produced rexinoids in neuronal function. As the activity we observed in the
transgenic mouse system was localized in e.g. the ventral midbrain, we turned to primary
mesencephalic cultures and analyzed the effects of rexinoid treatment on these. These analyses
showed that treatment with synthetic rexinoids, as well as DHA, leads to a strong increase in the
number of DA neurons, as analyzed by TH expression. Strikingly, the dopaminotrophic effects
of the rexinoids were more pronounced than that by GDNF. As Nurr1 is a permissive
heterodimerization partner of RXR and as Nurr1 is expressed in the DA neurons as well as in
several other brain regions, we addressed the issue of whether Nurr1 is the endogenous partner of
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RXR in mediating the trophic effetcs. First, we analyzed the effects of rexinoids on cortical and
hippocampal cultures, neuronal populations known to express Nurr1 (Zetterström et al. 1996b).
Nurr1-expressing cells in these cultures did indeed respond to treatment with increased survival,
suggesting that Nurr1 is involved in mediating the rexinoid effect. In contrast, the Nurr1negative cells did not increase in response to the RXR ligands. Second, we turned to the genetic
model and used the Nurr1 knockout mice. As described, these mice have abnormal midbrain
neurons, however, the cortical neurons appear normal according to histological analyses. As
such, cresyl violet staining was used to reveal gross morphological disturbances, and the
localization of the “cryptic” Nurr1 transcript as well as the layer-specific markers RORb and
calretinin were used in order to analyze the cellular organization in more detail (data not shown).
None of these methods have shown any defects in the cortex, suggesting that this brain region
does not suffer developmental abnormalities by to the loss of Nurr1. Rexinoid treatment of
cortical cultures from wildtype and Nurr1 mutant mice demonstrated that loss of Nurr1 leads to
decreased survival response. Nurr1 and RXR thus seem to mediate neuronal survival of primary
CNS neurons in culture and they could therefore be regarded as neuroprotective factors.
Nurr1 and RXR – mediators of neuroprotection in response to injury?
Several features of Nurr1 expression correlate this NR with a role as neuroprotective factor. As
discussed, Nurr1 is expressed in several brain regions in both the developing and mature brain.
In addition, Nurr1 expression can be induced in response to various stimuli, such as injury
caused by altered neuronal activity (Honkaniemi and Sharp 1996; Xiao et al. 1996; Zetterström
et al. 1996b; Crispino et al. 1998). Although it remains to be demonstrated whether upregulation
of Nurr1 expression results in increased survival in response to insults, the opposite has been
shown. Indeed, a 50 % reduction in the gene dosage of Nurr1 results in increased sensitivity to
treatment with the toxin MPTP (Le et al. 1999b). With the identification of Nurr1 and RXR as
mediators of neuroprotection, we have revealed these factors as critical components of a new
survival pathway that might prove interesting both as an instrinsic cellular mechanism and as
potential treatment of injury. As discussed in paper VI, rexinoid treatment could be of value for
increasing DA cell survival for transplantation procedures, but also for increasing endogenous
cell survival in patients. It should be noted, however, that it still remains to be established
whether the rexinoid effects observed in our cell cultures can be transferred to physiological
conditions.
DHA is an essential fatty acid and endogenous RXR ligand
The fatty acid DHA, which is an essential omega-3 fatty acid produced from plant-derived
a-linolenic acid and which is abundant in fatty fish and breast milk, accumulates during
embryogenesis to finally constitute 30-50 % of the total fatty acids in the adult brain. DHA is
also prominent in the retina (Neuringer et al. 1988). In the rat, DHA accumulation is drastic from
E14 until birth, after which the accumulation continues, although at a slower rate (Green et al.
1999). Within the brain, DHA is confined to the cell membrane, where it is, together with other
fatty acids, important for membrane fluidity and permeability. DHA is thus essential as a
building block of the membrane and it is required for brain growth and function. The highest
concentration of DHA is localized to the synaptic vesicles and synaptosomes and it can be
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released from the membrane as free DHA by the action of phospholipase A2, for example in
response to injury (Baker and Chang 1992; Kim et al. 1999; Lauritzen et al. 2000). Some of the
functions of DHA may be related to its ability to act as a ligand for RXR. As such, free DHA
could permeate cell membranes and act on RXR in the nucleus of the cell where it is produced,
or of adjacent cells. Several interesting correlations exist between conditions caused by loss of
DHA in the diet and genetic loss of RXR, for example visual impairment as well as learning and
memory defects (Kastner et al. 1994; Kim et al. 1999; Fujita et al. 2001; Hashimoto et al. 2002).
Interestingly, DHA has been shown to play a neuroprotective role when administered in stressmodels using hypoxia and ischemia and also in seizure models using the glutamate analog kainic
acid (Glozman et al. 1998; Lauritzen et al. 2000). As Nurr1 is induced in these injury models
and can heterodimerize with RXR, it is intriguing to speculate on a correlation also in these
processes. In addition, it is interesting to note that Nurr1 has been implicated in the process of
learning and memory (Pena de Ortiz et al. 2000), as are both RXR and DHA. Further studies will
be required in order to prove the indicated correlations between Nurr1, RXR, DHA and neuronal
function and protection.
In conclusion, we show that RXR ligands, including DHA, serve as potent neuroprotective
factors. These factors increase the survival of midbrain DA neurons as well as cortical and
hippocampal neurons in culture, in a mechanism that likely includes Nurr1, in addition to RXR.
Nurr1-expressing cells seem unique in their ability to respond to rexinoid treatment. However,
whether this occurs in a heterodimerization-dependent manner remains to be addressed. It is also
not understood how Nurr1 and RXR mediate survival, for example which target genes are
affected and whether other neurotrophic pathways, such as that induced by GDNF, are connected
to the rexinoid pathway. Notably, the Nurr1 mutant mice show severely disturbed midbrain DA
neurons, including increased apoptosis, a feature which may be related to an inability to respond
to endogenous rexinoids. The findings in this study have important implications for neuronal
maintenance in the brain as well as in grafting and culture systems aimed at rescuing tissue from
pathological impact. As this is just the beginning of what might be a novel neuroprotective
model of potential clinical interest, much work remains to further understand the putative
physiological importance of these findings.
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CONCLUSION
In this study, some aspects of Nurr1 and RXR function in the CNS have been addressed. It has
been shown that Nurr1 is essential for midbrain DA neuron development, as lack of this orphan
NR leads to developmental defects including downregulation of dopaminergic markers,
abnormal cell migration and innervation as well as increased cell death. Two potential target
genes of Nurr1, p57Kip2 and Ret, have been identified where p57Kip2 plays a role during DA cell
development whereas Ret is more likely to be important for postnatal DA cell function. In
addition, it is demonstrated that Nurr1, together with the heterodimerization partner RXR, plays
a role in mediating survival of DA neurons. Primary mesencephalic cultures thus respond to
treatment with RXR-specific ligands, rexinoids, by an increase in number of neurons. This
effect, which reflects a putative role of these receptors also in mature neurons, is not exclusive to
DA neurons but is also detected in cortical and hippocampal cultures, suggesting that the
presence of Nurr1 enables the cells to respond to rexinoids, provided they also express RXR.
Finally, the early post-natal death of the Nurr1 knockout animals have been analyzed and is
found to possibly be due to severe hypoventilation and lack of response to hypoxic stress. In this
case, the vital Nurr1 functions seem to be confined to the brainstem motor and sensory nuclei as
well as the non-CNS DA neurons of the carotid body.
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